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Abstract
With MEMS (Micro-electro-mechanical systems) becoming increasingly com-
monplace in many different industries, the need for more robust microstruc-
tures that can withstand high-shock environments is growing in importance.
Literature currently available is yet to reveal a MEMS shock-absorber which
meets our set of requirements, namely that it is suitable for both space and
terrestrial applications, is easily incorporated into current MEMS fabrica-
tion methods and can absorb significant amounts of energy without needing
a power source or without adversely affecting the performance of the device.
This thesis presents a novel solution for the shock protection of MEMS
which successfully satisfies the requirements stated above. Metal microstruc-
tures, created through the reflow of solder, are successfully used to armour
and protect delicate silicon MEMS suspensions. A brittle silicon-silicon im-
pact is replaced with a ductile metal-metal impact. The metal protects the
silicon from fracturing at the point of impact during a high-shock event and
absorbs a significant proportion of the collision energy through plastic de-
formation.
A model suspension system is used to assess the performance of metal-
armouring as a MEMS shock-absorber. Two metal-bumper designs, surface-
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mounted solder bumpers and solder bumpers integrated into the sidewalls
of the suspension system are fabricated and tested in a drop-test rig at ac-
celeration levels of up to 6000g. The surface-mounted bumpers, formed by
reflowing solder on metallised pads (plated on the suspension surface), were
found to fail on impact at the pad-wafer interface. The integrated bumpers
are designed to combat the short-comings of the surface-mounted bumpers.
Two solder balls are reflowed in through-wafer conduits within the suspen-
sion sidewalls, creating substantial solder bumpers which are mechanically
keyed in place. The integrated bumpers proved to be shear resistant and to
double overall the shock resistance of the MEMS suspension.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Applications for Shock Resistant MEMS
In past years the MEMS (Micro-electro-mechanical systems) industry has
been growing at an extraordinary rate. It is forecasted to be worth over
40 billion dollars in 2015 and over 200 billion dollars in 2025 [2]. With
MEMS becoming increasingly commonplace in many different industries,
the need for more robust microstructures that can withstand high shock
environments is growing in importance. Consumer electronics need to be
able to reliably withstand accidental drops, sensors used in the automotive
industry as well as MEMS being considered for military applications [3,
4] need to cope with severe in-use conditions and because of their easy
integration with electronics and their reduced mass and power consumption
MEMS are now being used in space applications.
Replacing larger sensors, MEMS have the potential to significantly reduce
launch costs, however they must be able to withstand substantial shock
and vibration forces, for example a sine vibration from 5Hz to 100Hz and
from 3g to 20g, and a shock of 500g at stage and fairing separation with
values potentially much higher for a particular mission, up to 10,000g in
extreme cases [5]. If aboard a penetrator mission (which can eliminate the
very complex entry, descent and landing phases of a traditional soft lander),
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MEMS would need to withstand significant g-levels on entry (up to 10,000g)
enough to bury the penetrator 2-5m into the planet’s surface [6].
The microseismometer [7] (figure 1.1) will be on board NASA’s 2016 In-
Sight (Interior Exploration using Seismic Investigations, Geodesy and Heat
Transport) mission to Mars, where it will encounter shock forces in excess
of 2000g. The microseismometer is a three axis short period sensor with the
capabilities to measure “Marsquakes” as well as provide vital information
concerning the interior structure of the planet. It consists of a large proof
mass connected to an outer frame via a folded-beam suspension. The silicon
suspension is micromachined using deep reactive ion etching (DRIE). With
no shock protection provided, the suspensions were tested on a dynamic
shaker table, it was found that they could withstand a maximum of 75g
in-plane and 35g out-of-plane acceleration before damage began to occur.
The damage occurred at the linkages of the springs (the weakest part of the
suspension) in the form of fractures as well as surface spallation [6].
1.1.1 Challenges
A number of challenges arise when creating shock resistant MEMS. Silicon,
the chosen material for fabrication is extremely brittle and possesses virtu-
ally no plastic region, therefore if the mechanical components of a MEMS
device collide, it is likely that micro-cracks will form at and nucleate from
the contact points. The need for and benefits of silicon will be discussed
in the following section, while other challenges including the difficulty of
incorporating shock absorbers into current MEMS fabrication methods and
increasing robustness without compromising performance are discussed in
section 1.3.
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Figure 1.1: The microseismometer destined for Mars in 2016; during the
mission it needs to survive extreme shock conditions, in excess
of 2000g.
Silicon: Benefits and Drawbacks
Silicon has excellent mechanical properties [8], which are retained when
structures are fabricated from bulk silicon through etching processes such
as DRIE [9]. In comparison to other metals and polymers, silicon has a very
high yield strength (7000MPa), a high melting point (1683°c), is inherently
radiation hard, non magnetic and impervious to many chemicals - these
qualities make it suitable for use in harsh conditions e.g. space.
It is also important for many MEMS devices to achieve a high quality
factor (Q). The sensitivity of the microseismometer is limited by its self
noise. In order to reduce the mechanical noise which is set by the Brownian
motion of the suspension, a high Q-factor is required to help compensate for
the low mass of the device. Silicon’s crystalline grain boundary has very low
material damping which enables very high Q-factors: up to 600,000 [10],
far superior to metals which have polycrystalline grain boundaries which
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increase material damping and thus reduce Q.
Another advantage of silicon is the ease in which highly effective MEMS
devices can be fabricated. As silicon has long been used in the semi-
conductor industry there is a wide variety of fabrication processes already
established, these are now complimented with specialised MEMS tools such
as DRIE which can produce a highly anisotropic etch.
However as discussed, the disadvantage of using silicon as a mechanical
material remains that silicon is extremely brittle with little resistance to
shock-induced breakages; fractures most commonly occur along the (111)
plane (figure 1.2).
Figure 1.2: A silicon MEMS suspension fractured along the (111) plane.
1.1.2 Failure Modes for MEMS
A MEMS device can fail either electrically or mechanically. Electrical fail-
ures include short and open circuits, arcing across small gaps, electrostatic
discharge (ESD), dielectric charging and corrosion. Mechanical failures in-
clude stiction, fatigue, plastic deformation, curvature change, delamination
and fractures induced by shock or vibration [5, 11,12].
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Fractures [13, 14] are the likely cause of failure for high aspect ratio
micromachined devices such as the microseismometer. Delamination fail-
ures [13,14] e.g. between the die and its packaging can occur with any device
if the adhesive used fails. Stiction during operation [4] (either static friction
or adhesion) is a more likely failure mode for microswitches or microactua-
tors with electrical actuation pads, or rotating and sliding structures such
as microengines; these devices are also at risk of mechanical wear. Fatigue
can be cyclical - experienced by devices such as micromirrors, or thermal
- experienced by actuators operated by thermal actuation [9, 15]. This re-
search will be concerned with combating mechanical failures, particularity
shock induced fractures.
1.2 Shock Absorbers
Providing a shock absorber which can absorb the energy of an impact is an
effective method of increasing the robustness of a MEMS device. When de-
signing shock protection the general aim is to absorb the maximum amount
of energy within a minimum amount of time; an ideal energy absorber in-
stantaneously reaches the maximum deceleration force and retains this force
throughout the shock period.
Shock absorbers can be categorised as reusable, rechargeable and expend-
able: reusable e.g. hydraulic dampers, rechargeable e.g. a permanent con-
tainer in which used energy absorbing components are replaced, expendable
e.g. the collapse of a vehicle during a crash or a structural member which
is designed to collapse in a controlled manner [16].
Energy is generally absorbed through the deformation of solids, either
through plastic flow or controlled brittle fracture. Fluids can also be used,
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usually with fluids being forced through an orifice. However energy absorp-
tion methods which rely solely on friction tend to be difficult to repeat [16].
The nature of the loading (tensile, compressive or transverse) will dictate
which materials and methods can be employed for shock protection.
1.2.1 Direction of Loading
Tensile Loading
Deforming solids (which don’t involve penetration or perforation) can be
loaded in tension, i.e. a strip of material is loaded and stretched until frac-
ture occurs, absorbing large amounts of energy in the process. An advantage
of tensile loading is that the absorber is largely insensitive to the direction
of the loading, but a major drawback is that failure is catastrophic. Metals
and textiles are suitable for tensile loading purposes [16,17].
Compressive Loading
In cases of compressive loading, elastic materials such as rubber can be
used to protect more brittle materials, for example the bumper of a car.
Ductile materials which are known to plastically deform can be used in a
similar manner - they have the potential to absorb more energy as plastic
strain energy is irrecoverable, however this also means that the damage
is irreversible. Thin-walled metal tubes which progressively buckle when
loaded can also absorb large amounts of energy (a similar concept to the
crumple zone in a car) [16–20]; the length of these tubes cannot be more
than a few diameters long or the tubes will fail through bending - absorbing
significantly less energy. For extremely high energy impacts, e.g. train
buffers, rigid shock absorbers cannot cope, instead dynamic buffers such as
spring loaded buffers or hydraulic buffers are employed.
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Transverse Loading
Sheets or slabs of thin-walled tubes are generally used for transverse loading.
They can be made from rubber-like materials, plastic foams or hollow tubes
arranged in a honeycomb structure. Because tubes in a honeycomb pattern
support each other they can’t fail through bending, making such sheets
fairly insensitive to the angle of loading [16,21].
1.3 Shock Protection for MEMS
A number of the shock absorbers described in section 1.2 have been proposed
as possible shock protection for MEMS. The flow diagram below (figure 1.3)
is an overview of MEMS shock protection to date.
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Figure 1.3: Shock protection for MEMS.
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Figure 1.3 shows that there are two directions one can take when shock-
hardening MEMS, external protection or permitting collision and dealing
with it.
1.3.1 External Protection
External protection measures include using a wax sublimant to prevent
movement of mechanical components during a shock event [6], and mechan-
ical latching [22], electrostatic clamping [23] and electromagnetic clamp-
ing [24] of the central proof mass. External protection can be further divided
into two categories: active protection, where an external energy source is
needed to sustain clamping, and passive protection where no external energy
source is required [25].
The advantage of using external protection is that the device itself does
not need to be ruggedised; any design change has the potential to adversely
affect the sensitivity of a MEMS device and as such is best avoided. Our
aim however is to create a shock absorber which is suitable for both space
and terrestrial applications and which can absorb significant amounts of
energy without needing a power source or without adversely affecting the
performance of the device. Unfortunately no external protection method
satisfies these requirements yet.
Electrostatic and electromagnetic clamping both require an external power
source during the shock event - this is often difficult to achieve and provides
only a limited clamping force. Mechanical latching methods are also lim-
ited in their clamping force and if fabricated from silicon could potentially
fracture. It is also imperative that the structure be released again after the
shock event - this could be an issue if the latch failed in any way or became
jarred. Encapsulating microstructures in a waxy solid that sublimates in
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the vacuum of space [6], restoring the instrument back to normal opera-
tion is an effective shock protection method - using wax the suspensions of
the microseismometer (figure 1.1) were tested at shock loads up to 15,000g
and were found to survive undamaged. However where the wax resolidifies
would have to be addressed in any mission scenario as would the effect of
the hardened wax on the electronics and the release mechanism for exposing
the microstructures to the vacuum within the spacecraft once it had landed.
It is also an unsuitable shock protection solution for terrestrial applications.
1.3.2 Internal Protection: Permitting Collision
Internal protection methods include: optimising dimensions or using a mi-
crogranular bed, squeeze-film damping, fluid damping, nonlinear springs,
hard shock stops or metal-armouring to dissipate energy.
Optimising Dimensions
When collisions are permitted and dealt with, fractures can be minimised by
optimising the dimensions of the structure in question so that the stresses
do not exceed the fracture strength. Tanner et al. [14] successfully demon-
strated that altering the dimensions of certain members in a microengine
can shock harden it for a known shock force. However device performance
including sensitivity may suffer as a result of this protection and it is only
applicable to cases where the shock value is known.
Microgranular Bed
Yoon et al. [26] present a method of shock protection which uses a micro-
granular bed to protect MEMS devices for use in high-g military applications
(figure 1.4). The microgranular bed is within a metal housing and is com-
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posed of close-packed microglass beads; the beads reduce the mechanical
excitations transmitted to the MEMS by absorbing the kinetic energy of an
applied shock. However if freedom of movement is required during normal
operation of the device, this method of shock absorption is unsuitable.
Figure 1.4: Shock isolating mechanism using a microgranular bed (micro-
glass bead size is exaggerated for clarity).
Squeeze-Film Damping
Jordy et al. [27] explore using squeeze-film damping to mitigate shock. Using
a threshold accelerometer which has a large perforated planar area at a
small distance from the substrate, damping is increased by decreasing the
size of the perforated holes. This minimises the out-of-plane motion of the
microstructure and thus reduces the likelihood of contact. However as a
shock protection method it is very limited in its application and potential.
It is also not suitable for use in the vacuum of space.
Fluid Damping
Fluid damping shock isolators which dissipate energy through heat and
acoustic energy are generally too bulky for use in MEMS and not suitable
for harsh environments [26].
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Nonlinear Springs
Yoon et al. [28, 29] created a compliant shock stop using nonlinear springs.
This structure is achieved by adding beams (figure 1.5). However whilst the
beams do mitigate a certain amount of the kinetic energy through bending,
the travel of the proof is increased, therefore requiring an enlarged frame.
Also the beams themselves, fabricated from silicon, are at risk of fracturing
and creating debris.
Figure 1.5: Nonlinear compliant beams mitigate kinetic energy through
bending when struck by a proof mass.
Hard Shock Stops
Hard shock stops have been investigated [30, 31], but they are limited in
their protection as they themselves can generate secondary sources of shock.
They are included within the suspensions of the microseismometer (figure
1.6) to prevent the springs from being compressed and destroyed by limit-
ing the proof mass travel when a force is applied, however fabricated from
silicon they remain susceptible to fracture. If a direct silicon-silicon collision
could be avoided (e.g. by providing metal-armouring for the silicon stops),
fractures could theoretically be minimised.
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Figure 1.6: Hard shock stops located beyond the springs ends in the micro-
seismometer.
Metal-Armouring
Yoon et al. [28,29] investigated armouring the colliding areas of a microstruc-
ture with thin layers of soft metal coatings such as copper and gold (figure
1.7) which have lower coefficients of restitution (e) than silicon. The co-
efficient of restitution is the ratio of velocities after and before a collision;
e = 0 for a perfectly inelastic material and e = 1 for a perfectly elastic
material. Although it is widely recognised that e is generally not constant
and depends on both material properties and impact velocity [32–38], Yoon
et al. approximate:e ' 0.7 for silicon and e ' 0.22 for copper and gold.
Using softer materials at the point of impact, the number of collisions as
well as the post shock settling time is reduced. Compared to the nonlinear
springs described previously by the same authors, collision numbers are
significantly less and there is no increase in proof mass deflection.
Tested at shock levels from 100g - 2500g, microfabricated shock stops
(similar to figures 1.5 and 1.7) had a 4% survival rate with no shock protec-
tion, 88% survival rate using nonlinear springs and 94% survival rate using a
soft coating. For fabrication a parylene film was used to create the soft coat-
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ing [29], rather than the metal coatings investigated in the simulations [28].
Parylene was chosen for its chemical stability, room temperature deposition
and conformal coverage. Disadvantages of using a metal coating include
that sidewall deposition is not straightforward and the limited thickness of
metal constrains the protective potential. Disadvantages of using a parylene
film include coating the entire device, not just the contact areas, in the soft
coating.
Figure 1.7: Soft thin-film coatings armour the colliding areas of a MEMS
device, the number of collisions as well as the post shock settling
time is reduced.
A possible alternative is to use solder as a form of metal-armouring. Solder
is a soft metal alloy that should be able to deform and absorb large amounts
of energy upon impact. Solder also has the added advantage that it is
already widely used in the packaging of MEMS devices and thus easily
incorporated into current fabrication methods.
Table 1.1 shows the contrasting properties of lead-free solder [39–41]
and silicon [8], while figure 1.8 shows their contrasting stress-strain curves.
SAC305 is a lead-free solder alloy composed of tin, silver and copper (Sn3.0Ag0.5Cu).
It can clearly be seen that solder is far more malleable than silicon. When
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solder yields it continues to plastically deform at a near constant rate, while
in contrast silicon has a far higher ultimate strength but rather than yield
a sudden brittle failure occurs as there is no plastic region.
Table 1.1: Material properties
Sn3.0Ag0.5Cu Si
Young’s Modulus (GPa) 41.6 185 (111)
Ultimate Strength (MPa) 53.3 7000
Yield Strength (MPa) 23.5 N/A
Figure 1.8: Stress-strain curves for silicon and SAC305 solder. After yield
solder plastically deforms at a near constant rate, while in con-
trast silicon has a far higher ultimate strength but rather than
yield a sudden brittle failure occurs; there is no plastic region.
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1.4 Solder: Failure Modes and Mechanical
Properties
1.4.1 Failure Modes
Solder has long been used in the electronics industry to create electrical
connections. However with the introduction of surface mount technology in
modern electronics, solder joints have taken on a new structural role leading
to an increasing amount of research into the mechanical properties of solder.
Also as electronic devices have become increasingly mobile they are now
often subject to large shock forces induced by drop impacts. Therefore
while research with regard to solder joint failure in the past was concerned
with ageing, fatigue and creep, a considerable amount of research is now
focussed on understanding the failure mechanisms of solder caused by shock,
e.g. shear failure at the pad-wafer interface and failure in the bulk of the
material [42–46]. The JEDEC Standard No. 22B117A for solder ball shear
[1] defines four shear failure modes for a conventional organic laminate based
device (figure 1.9).
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Figure 1.9: Solder ball shear failure modes - JEDEC Standard No. 22B117A
[1].
Williamson et al. [46] investigated the strength of a number of solder alloys
at varying strain rates. Shear strength was determined by measuring the
shear force required to shear a 500µm diameter solder ball from its mounting
using a flat-faced brass blade. It was noted that failure in the binary alloys
SnPb and SnAg occurred in the bulk of the material (figure 1.9, failure mode
1) whilst with the ternary alloys such as SnAgCu the interface fails (figure
1.9, failure mode 2) resulting in a brittle fracture; these failure trends are
also noted by Chia et al. [45]. A force-displacement curve was plotted for
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each experiment and the area under the curve represents the energy needed
to shear off the joint. Approximately 4mJ were required to shear off a SnPb
joint while approximately 5.7mJ were required to shear off a SnAgCu joint
of the same geometry. The effect of the reflow process on the shear strength
of joints was also investigated and it was determined that in the case of
SnAgCu it makes no discernible difference.
The dynamic tensile stress of the solder joints was also measured. The
binary alloys were observed to have sufficiently strong ball/pad interfaces re-
sulting in the copper pads spalling from the PCB and taking small amounts
of PCB with them, leaving a very rough surface. Whilst the ternary alloys
spalled at the interface leaving a clean fracture surface.
Studies which explore the effect of size and volume, on the strength of
micro-scale solder joints conclude that the performance of a solder joint is
strongly dependent on size, geometry and pad design [47, 48]. The shear
strength of a solder ball was found to significantly improve with increasing
pad-size. The shear strength is equal to the maximum lateral force required
to shear a solder ball off its mounting divided by the area of the solder
pad [45].
1.4.2 Mechanical Properties of Lead-Free Solder
The ban on leaded solders due to environmental reasons has also led to a
large amount of research into comparing the mechanical properties of tra-
ditional Sn-Pb solders with tin-rich lead-free solders and examining the mi-
crostructure and mechanical properties of some of the more common alloys
such as SnAgCu (SAC) in detail [39,49–51].
With regard to mechanical performance at extreme temperatures, NASA
have performed studies on the stress-strain behaviour of SAC305 at tem-
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peratures ranging between from -190°c to +25°c and showed that as the
temperature decreases the yield strength increases (similar to leaded sol-
der), however once it yields it continues to behave plastically. Also when
the solder was exposed to cryogenic ageing (immersion in liquid nitrogen
(LN2) for 24 hours and cryogenic thermal cycling (100 immersions in LN2
and followed by heated water (20°C )) there was no significant change to
the stress-strain behaviour of the SAC alloy [52]. Therefore proving that
lead-free solder is suitable for use in space applications.
1.5 Research Objectives and Contribution
1.5.1 Research Objectives
With the rapid growth of the MEMS industry in recent years the need
for robust MEMS that can withstand significant shock levels has become
paramount. Section 1.3 has outlined the current shock protection methods
available for MEMS. The objective of this research is to design, fabricate and
shock test a MEMS shock absorber incorporated into a silicon suspension
which satisfies the following requirements:
• Suitable for both space and terrestrial applications.
• Not reliant on a power source.
• Significantly improves device shock resistance.
• Does not detract from device performance.
• Is easily incorporated into current MEMS fabrication methods.
Literature currently available does not provide a shock protection method
for MEMS that satisfies all of the requirements above.
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1.5.2 Contributions
The work carried out in this thesis has been published in various interna-
tional conferences. The list in chronological order is:
Conference Papers:
1. A. Delahunty and W.T. Pike, “Robust MEMS for Space Applications”,
21st MicroMechanics Europe Workshop (MME 10), Enschede, The
Netherlands, 2010.
2. A. Delahunty and W.T. Pike, “Robust Solder-Armoured MEMS for
High-Shock Applications”, 22nd MicroMechanics Europe Workshop
(MME 11), Tonsberg, Norway, 2011.
3. A. Delahunty and W.T. Pike, “Integrating Solder Bumpers for High
Shock Applications”, The 26th IEEE International Conference on Mi-
cro Electro Mechanical Systems (MEMS 2013), Taipei, Taiwan, 2013.
1.5.3 Structure of this Thesis
Chapter 1 (Introduction) has introduced the importance of developing
a MEMS shock absorber which is suitable for both space and terrestrial
applications, does not rely on a power source, significantly improves the
device shock resistance, does not detract from device performance and is
easily incorporated in current MEMS fabrication methods. The gap in cur-
rent research was highlighted and the challenges facing the development of
such a shock absorber discussed. The concept of using solder as a form of
metal-armouring is also introduced.
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Chapter 2 (Fabrication and Preliminary Experiments) investigates
the concept of using metal-armouring to protect a MEMS suspension sys-
tem. A model suspension system is designed for experimental purposes and
solder balls reflowed on the suspension system surface provide the metal-
armouring. The design objectives for creating the optimum solder bumper
are discussed and initial prototypes fabricated.
Chapter 3 (Shock Testing) describes the experimental set-up used for
shock testing. Different shock machines are evaluated before the chosen
shock machine (a drop-test rig) is discussed in detail.
Chapter 4 (Surface-Mounted Bumpers: Results and Discussion)
presents the shock testing results for both unarmoured suspensions and sus-
pensions armoured with surface-mounted solder bumpers. Failure modes
are identified and their causes verified using high-speed photography. An
analytical model is used to explain the failure trends observed.
Chapter 5 (Integrated Bumpers) presents a through-wafer solder bumper,
designed to overcome the short-comings of the surface-mounted bumpers.
This chapter encompasses the full progression of this design and discusses
the concept, fabrication, testing and results.
Chapter 6 (Applications) discusses how the research presented in this
thesis can be applied to other MEMS devices and demonstrates how it has
already been applied to a working sensor, the microseismometer.
Chapter 7 (Conclusions and Future Work) summarises the work un-
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dertaken in this thesis and discusses possible future work worth exploring.
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2 Fabrication and Preliminary
Experiments
In this chapter the concept of using metal-armouring to protect a MEMS
suspension system during a high-shock event is investigated. By replac-
ing a brittle silicon-silicon impact with a ductile metal-metal impact, brittle
fractures of the silicon at the point of impact should be eliminated and a sig-
nificant proportion of the collision energy should theoretically be absorbed
through plastic deformation of the solder. A suspension system modelled
on a low resonant frequency, high-performance MEMS device is designed
and fabricated for experimental purposes. This suspension system is used
to assess the performance of metal-armouring as a MEMS shock-absorber.
Surface-mounted solder bumpers reflowed on the suspension surface are de-
signed to provide the metal-armouring and the design objectives for creating
the optimum solder bumper are explored. Prototypes of two different design
iterations are fabricated, the fabrication steps are described in detail.
2.1 Model Suspension System
A model MEMS suspension system was designed for experimental purposes,
this suspension will be used as a test-structure for investigating shock pro-
tection solutions. It consists of two folded-beams either side of a proof
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mass, attached to an external frame (figure 2.1). The springs are 30µm
wide, 18mm in length and utilise the depth of a 525µm thick silicon wafer.
Central bumpers act as hard stops which protect the springs from being
crushed and destroyed by limiting the travel of the proof mass when an ex-
ternal force is applied. The following section will describe the motivations
behind the design of this suspension system.
Figure 2.1: The model suspension system consists of two folded-beams either
side of the proof mass, attached to an external frame. Central
bumpers act as hard stops which protect the springs from being
crushed and destroyed by limiting the travel of the proof mass
when an external force is applied.
2.1.1 Design Requirements
The model suspension system in figure 2.1 is based on the lateral suspension
systems of high-performance, low resonant frequency MEMS devices such as
comb-drivers, inertial sensors (e.g. accelerometers and gyroscopes), lateral
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translation stages (used in optical devices) and the microseismometer [53].
The sensitivity of these devices is limited by self noise; both electrical and
mechanical. The mechanical noise is set by the Brownian motion of the
suspension, with the Brownian noise equivalent acceleration (NEA) given
by equation 2.1 [54]:
NEA2mechanial = 4kbTe
ω0
mQ
(2.1)
From equation 2.1 it is clear that a low-noise mechanical suspension re-
quires a low resonant frequency (ω0), a high mass (m) and a high quality
factor (Q) (achieved by using silicon (section 1.1.1)). kb is the Boltzmann
constant and Te is temperature in Kelvin. NEA is expressed in units of
m/s2/
√
Hz and also in terms of gravity as g/
√
Hz where the relation is
1g/
√
Hz = 9.81 m/s2/
√
Hz.
As well as minimising self-noise, the performance of the device is also
highly dependent on the cross-sensitivity of the suspension, i.e. the separa-
tion of the fundamental and spurious modes. The proof mass should ideally
move in one direction only in order to minimise erroneous readings from
displacements in the y and z-axes (figure 2.1) and rotations in all other
directions. To achieve this scenario the suspension should be extremely
compliant in the direction of motion (x-axis) but extremely stiff in other
directions. Mechanical symmetry greatly helps suppress unwanted modes
and ensure good linear behaviour [55,56].
On-axis spurious modes are also of concern. These will be excited by the
same signals as the fundamental mode and generate displacements in the x-
direction of the suspensions either side of the proof mass, either symmetric
or antisymmetric about the suspension mass [57]. Symmetric displacements
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have little effect on the overall suspension dynamics as this mode has a node
at the suspended mass. However the antisymmetric mode drives an oscil-
lation of the suspended mass, with an amplitude proportional to ms/mpm,
where ms is the mass of the suspension springs and mpm is the mass of the
proof mass. Hence to reduce the frequency and amplitude of on-axis spu-
rious modes it is important to minimise the mass of the suspension where
possible [53].
2.1.2 Suspension Design
It has been established that an optimum MEMS suspension system max-
imises the mass of the proof mass and the quality factor, minimises the
resonant frequency and the mass of the springs and has a high degree of
mechanical symmetry.
In its simplest form a lateral suspension consists of two springs either
side of a proof mass attached to an external frame. Often folded-beam
suspensions are used in MEMS devices [58–64] because they provide stiffness
in the unwanted directions and compliance in the direction of motion, i.e.
the suspension is softened and linearity improved. Also compared to a
simple cantilever, a folded-beam also allows superior stress relief as it is
free to expand and contract more readily to relieve stress. However a basic
folded-beam design (figure 2.2) lacks symmetry in the plane perpendicular
to the compliant direction.
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Figure 2.2: Lateral suspension system with folded-beams: a simple series of
beams does not provide symmetry in the plane perpendicular to
the compliant direction.
To achieve symmetry and thus avoid dynamic problems due to cross cou-
pling the folded pairs can be linked at their central attachment point (figure
2.3).
Figure 2.3: Lateral suspension system with folded-beams linked at the cen-
tral attachment point: symmetry is present in all directions.
To further increase stiffness in the unwanted directions and thus increase
the rejection ratio of the off-axis spurious modes, the beam ends on either
side of the proof mass can be connected (figure 2.4).
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Figure 2.4: The spring ends on either side of the proof mass are connected.
This reduces the vertical sag of the suspension system and in-
creases the rejection ratio of unwanted off-axis spurious modes.
This is the latest suspension design iteration for the microseismometer.
Preliminary tests for this suspension design show that movement in the
compliant direction is not restrained by the connected beams and therefore
the resonant frequency is unaffected. Also in comparison to the suspension
design with unconnected beam ends (figure 2.3) the vertical sag is observed
to be greatly reduced; ∼3.5µm, improved from ∼20µm [65], and the ratio of
the resonant frequency of the first spurious mode relative to the fundamental
frequency (the rejection ratio of the first spurious mode) has increased from
∼9 [65] to ∼16.
Design Details
Achieving a high mass proof mass, a low spring mass and a low resonant
frequency when designing suspension springs can be difficult. High mass
features can lead to thick beams which in turn leads to an increased reso-
nant frequency and a decrease in the rejection ratio for the on-axis spurious
modes. However if a high aspect ratio spring is used, all requirements can
simultaneously be achieved. The suspension system utilises the full depth of
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the wafer (∼525µm), thus maximising the proof mass while creating springs
that remain extremely thin in the direction of motion (∼30µm). This allows
a low resonant frequency in the direction of motion to be achieved while in-
creasing the stiffness in all other directions. The width of the springs should
be minimised to reduce on-axis spurious modes as well as the resonant fre-
quency. DRIE which can achieve highly anisotropic etching allows high
aspect ratio springs to be effectively fabricated.
The suspension of the microseismometer was designed to ideally have a
resonant frequency of 6Hz, and to achieve this a spring width of 18.2µm is
required. Taking into account minimum feature constraints, e.g. the need
for the springs to support metal traces running their length, the minimum
possible width of the microseismometer springs is 24µm [65].
Our model suspension system is primarily based on the suspension system
of the microseismometer which is fully described here [53]. The beam ends
are not connected, similar to figure 2.3, and allowing for possible over-
etching the springs were designed to be 30µm wide. The elbows of the
folded-beams are curved (figure 2.1); this evenly distributes the stress which
is concentrated at the beam ends when an acceleration is applied along the
direction of motion (square ends would concentrate the stress at the corners).
A cross-beam is added to the elbow of the beam to increase the stiffness
of the suspension at this point. The rejection ratio for the out-of-plane
mode (ωz) decreases with increasing elbow stiffness. If the elbow had no
rigidity, each beam would act as a single cantilever with a maximum angle
of deflection at the elbow [53]. A completely in-filled elbow would provide
greater stiffness in comparison to the cross-beam, however the mass of the
spring would also be increased. A cross-beam represents a good compromise
between elbow-stiffness and spring mass. Increasing the elbow stiffness also
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reduces the vertical sag of the beams due to gravity.
The rigid links which connect the springs to the center of the frame and
proof mass are filleted to reduce possible stress concentrations, and the
bumpers which act as protective hard shock stops are attached to these
central rigid links. The microseismometer provided bumpers at either of
end of the proof mass, beyond the spring ends (figure 1.6). However we
chose to locate the bumpers at the center of the suspension providing a
single point of contact. Not only does this simplify analysis but it also
creates a scenario whereby the bumpers collide at the centre of percussion
of the suspension, theoretically absorbing the maximum energy from the
fundamental mode and thus minimising the excitation of cross-axis modes.
2.2 Proposed Shock Absorber
The concept of using metal-armouring to protect silicon was discussed in
section 1.3.2; if the silicon bumpers located at the center of the suspen-
sion (which prevent the springs from being compressed and destroyed) can
be used in conjunction with metal-armouring, thereby replacing a brittle
silicon-silicon impact with a ductile metal-metal impact, damage including
fractures can theoretically be minimised. This set-up can be achieved by
reflowing solder on specifically designed metal pads, plated on the silicon
bumpers - creating new solder structures which extend beyond the silicon.
2.2.1 Pad Design
It is imperative to design the optimum solder pad which creates the opti-
mum solder bumper. Assuming a basic solder bumper geometry where the
solder extends beyond the silicon, figure 2.5 shows the stresses (shear (σs)
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and normal (σn)) and the bending moment (Mx) generated when two solder
bumpers impact at a height HI , creating a contact force Fc.
Figure 2.5: a) Solder bumpers plan-view, b) solder bumpers side-view, the
bumpers impact at a heightHI above the silicon base, generating
a force Fc. c) The bending moment (Mx) and stresses (shear
(σs)) and normal (σn))) generated when a bumper is impacted
at height HI by force Fc.
The shear stress acting at the base of the bumpers will be equal to the
contact force divided by the pad area (Fc/Apad), therefore the shear stress
per unit width (in the direction of the shear) will be equal to Fc/Lpad. The
normal adhesive strength will be a function of the pad area and the strength
of the bonds between the solder, the metal pad and the silicon. The normal
stress countering acting the normal strength will be distributed along the
pad length with the maximum stress (σnmax) occurring at the edge of the
solder pad nearest to the point of impact. The bending moment Mx acting
at the base will be equal to the product of the contact force and impact
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height (FcHI).
The design objectives for the geometry of the solder pads are therefore:
production of a solder cushion which extends beyond the silicon, maximi-
sation of the contact area (Apad) between the solder pad and silicon to
maximise the shear and normal strengths at the pad-wafer interface and
minimisation of the impact height (HI) to reduce the bending moment also
acting at this interface. Thus the optimum solder bumper geometry is pro-
portional to the pad area and inversely proportional to the impact height
(∝ Apad/HI). The solder cushion must be deep enough to undergo signifi-
cant plastic deformation, however as long as there is sufficient solder present
to deform, a deeper cushion does not translate to superior protection.
Solder Failure
The performance of any solder bumper will be strongly dependent on the
solder reflow properties, the pad thickness, composition, shape and size and
the impact speed [47]. Therefore experimentation is the best method to
determine the strength of any solder joint. However for the solder alloy
SAC305 it is expected that failure will occur at the pad-wafer interface
(failure mode 2, figure 1.9), either failing cleanly as the pad separates from
the base material (most likely [46]) or the base material will rupture as the
pad lifts. Pad-lift is reported as the most common failure mode for ternary
lead-free solder alloys [45,46]; it indicates good bonding between the metal
pad and solder and a poorer adhesion strength between the metal pad and
its substrate. It also indicates a high shear strength of the solder itself
(the shear strength of SAC305 is ∼40MPa [51]). Leaded solders which have
lower shear strengths experience ductile failures in the bulk of the material
(failure mode 1, figure 1.9) [44–47].
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It is expected that pad-lift failures will be due to a combination of shear
and normal stresses acting along the pad-wafer interface [66, 67]. Because
the force is being applied parallel and near to the base of the bumper it is
expected that the dominant stress will be the shear stress. If the normal
stress is assumed, for ease of analysis, to be linearly distributed along the
pad length then the ratio of the shear stress to the peak normal stress
is Lpad/6HI , therefore as long as Lpad >> HI , which is the case for the
solder bumpers, it can safely be assumed that the shear force will dominate.
Therefore to minimise the likelihood of failure at the pad-wafer interface,
the length of the solder pad beyond the point of impact, in the direction of
the shear should be maximised, i.e. Lpad (figure 2.5) should be maximised.
The bending moment acting at the base of bumper is unlikely to cause
failure of the solder, it will be the product of the contact force and impact
height and the height will be on a micron scale (Mx = FcHI). However the
impact height should still be minimised; increasing the distance between
the suspension and the point of impact pronounces the off-axis collision and
this may lead to the introduction of spurious modes.
Surface Evolver
Surface Evolver [68], a publicly available programme developed by Professor
Ken Brakke which can model static liquid surfaces, was used to simulate the
reflow profiles created by different solder pad geometries and to determine
the overall heights, impact heights and solder cushions of the resulting solder
bumpers. With simple geometries it is possible to use an analytical solution
to determine the reflow shape [69,70].
The final reflow profile of the solder is determined by two forces, gravity
and surface tension, with surface tension dominating the reflow behaviour.
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The exact volume of solder is easily known when solder balls are used.
Therefore the final reflow profile can be determined by minimising the sur-
face energy of the solder (which can be expressed in terms of the surface
area and surface tension) subject to the volumetric constraint. Simple ge-
ometries can easily and accurately be analysed using this method of energy
minimisation, however more complex geometries can be difficult to define.
A body can be divided into segments to allow easier definition of the surface
areas, however individual segments can still not always be idealised as basic
geometric shapes e.g. a portion of a sphere, and often too many variables
exist to solve with only two defining equations (energy and volume). Sur-
face Evolver however can easily cope with complex geometries. It works on
the same principal as the analytical model but uses finite element analysis
(FEA) to calculate the equilibrium shape of the molten solder subject to
the same constraints and forces (including surface tension). Once again the
final shape is determined by minimising the total energy of the solder. The
version of Surface Evolver used in this project is v2.30c and the relevant
Surface Evolver scripts are provided in Appendix A.
2.3 Groove and Ball Bumpers
2.3.1 Groove Bumper
Based on the heuristics of the figure of merit described in section 2.2.1, a re-
entrant geometry was found to be the optimum pad design. This geometry
allows the solder to web over the gap (figure 2.6), providing an ample solder
cushion whilst accommodating the volume of a 300µm diameter solder ball
and still maintaining a large pad area which in turn ensures a low impact
height. From here on out this geometry will be referred to as the “groove
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bumper”.
Figure 2.6: Surface Evolver simulated groove bumper, viewed from the un-
derside. The solder pad is coloured black and the solder is seen
to web over the opening of width WGAP , providing an ample
solder cushion.
The merit of simpler shapes such as a rectangle or oval are far lower in
comparison, the colliding edge of a bumper must be the longest edge in
order to achieve a solder cushion (figure 2.7a), this is due to the nature of
how solder reflows. If the pad is square, solder will flow in equal amounts
over each edge, if rectangular, the majority of the solder will flow over the
longer edge (figure 2.7b). In order to achieve a solder cushion of equal depth
to that of the groove bumper, a rectangular pad would need to have a very
high aspect ratio, significantly increasing the height of contact and requiring
a significantly wider silicon bumper as a base. Circular and oval pads create
similar solder geometries to square and rectangular pads.
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Figure 2.7: a) Rectangular bumpers with solder pads (in black); the pre-
dicted solder reflow outline demonstrates that the majority of
the solder will always protrude over the longer edge and thus
the colliding bumper edge must be the largest dimension. b)
Surface Evolver simulations of solder reflowed on square and
rectangular pads (viewed from the underside of the solder pad).
Figure 2.8 plots the contact area versus impact height for different solder
geometries, in each case the volume of the solder is fixed to correspond with
a 300µm diameter solder ball and a solder cushion of 10µm was maintained.
Surface Evolver was used to investigate each reflow scenario. It is clear that
out of the geometries investigated the groove bumper provides the optimum
solution; with the same solder volume, an identical solder cushion can be
achieved whilst still maintaining a larger contact area and a significantly
lower impact height.
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Figure 2.8: Solder bumper geometries plotted as functions of impact height
and contact area. The volume of solder in each case corresponds
with a 300µm diameter solder ball and a solder cushion of 10µm
was maintained. Out of the geometries investigated the groove
bumper provides the optimum solution.
Groove Bumper Optimisation
To optimise the groove bumper, the dimensions beyond the point of contact
should be maximised. WBACK and WGAP (figure 2.6) are the dimensions
that determine the integrity of the bumper. By increasing them the radii
of the bumpers are increased; this in turn increases the contact area and
thus decreases the maximum pressure at the centre of the area of contact.
The shear and normal resistance of the bumper is also directly proportional
to the pad area beyond the point of contact. WFRONT and WSIDE are
needed to create the webbing effect that forms the solder cushion, but should
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otherwise be minimised. Surface Evolver simulations were used to determine
the optimum groove bumper dimensions.
2.3.2 Ball Bumper
An opposing bumper to the groove bumper is required. This bumper must
feed into the re-entrant geometry of the groove bumper and is therefore
limited in its geometry by the width of the groove bumper opening. This in
turn, due to the limitations discussed in section 2.3.1 (i.e. the colliding edge
must be the longer bumper edge), restricts the volume of solder that can be
used. The optimum opposing bumper was found to be a 100µm diameter
solder ball reflowed on an oval pad, this geometry will be referred to as the
“ball bumper” (figure 2.9).
Figure 2.9: Surface Evolver simulations of the groove and ball bumpers (im-
pact height = HI).
The central silicon bumpers were re-designed to accommodate the new
solder pads (figure 2.10).
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Figure 2.10: Groove and ball bumper solder pads positioned on the central
silicon bumpers. The groove bumper pads are plated on either
side of the proof mass whilst the ball bumper pads are plated
on either side of the external frame. The silicon bumpers have
been re-designed to accommodate the groove and ball bumpers.
2.4 Fabrication
To establish proof of concept, the model suspensions together with the newly
designed bumpers (figure 2.10) were fabricated using low resolution acetate
photomasks. Disadvantages of using low resolution masks include less sharp
features which create weakened suspensions, while advantages include price
and a quick turnaround, thus making them suitable for prototype designs.
The mask design along with the fabrication process flow is described in
detail in this section.
2.4.1 Mask Design
Masks are used to transfer a required pattern onto a masking layer (e.g.
photoresist) on a silicon wafer. This allows only the areas of silicon which
need etching to be exposed to the plasma during DRIE. It is important that
the entire wafer etches at a similar rate to avoid either a partially incomplete
wafer or undercutting and overetched features caused by an excessive etch.
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The etch rate is strongly dependent on the exposure area.
The relationship between the etch rate and feature density is known as mi-
croloading. Features in areas of high feature density experience more compe-
tition for reactants, leading to a slower etch rate [71], i.e. there is a decrease
in etch rate as the quantity of material to be etched increases. Moreover
smaller areas etch slower than larger areas; this is commonly known as etch
lag [72] - the etch rate slows with narrowing channels as the ions find it more
difficult to enter the trench. To avoid both microloading and etch lag the
mask is designed so that silicon exposure is uniform across the wafer, i.e.
all etch channels have equal widths. This is achieved by providing “packing
pieces” to fill exposed areas, a constant exposed border of 40µm surrounds
each packing piece (figure 2.11).
Figure 2.11: A halo mask: packing pieces can be seen dark grey, the etch
channel is clear. The packing pieces provide a constant etch
channel for optimum etching and fall-out when the through
wafer etch is complete, providing the desired structure.
The packing pieces fall out during the release process after the through
wafer etch is complete. This scheme is commonly known as halo masking
[73, 74]. A channel width of 40µm was used as it is the optimum width
for etching straight side walls when used together with the DRIE recipe
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described here [74]. Detailed recipe parameters are provided in Appendix
B.2. Complete mask designs can be seen in Appendix B.1.
2.4.2 Fabrication Process Flow
The fabrication process flow is shown in figure 2.12.
Figure 2.12: The fabrication process flow for suspension systems with
surface-mounted solder bumpers.
A double side polished 100mm diameter, 525µm thick silicon wafer with
200nm SiO2 coating is used. The solder pad is comprised of four layers:
chrome, copper, nickel and gold. Chrome is used as an adhesion layer to
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the silicon, copper is the seed layer, it is a softer metal than chrome and
promotes adhesion between the chrome and nickel. Nickel provides the
wetting layer, it acts as a barrier between the solder and the copper, if the
copper diffuses into the tin-rich solder, a weak and brittle material structure
will be created. Finally, a thin gold layer prevents oxidation of the nickel.
This layer will be fully consumed by the solder upon reflow.
Process Steps
(a) A seedlayer of chrome (35nm) and copper (100nm) is sputtered onto the
silicon wafer. To promote adhesion, the wafer is pre-cleaned by perform-
ing a short sputter-etch (5 minutes) prior to metal deposition. The sputter
cleaning and chrome/copper deposition are performed in one vacuum cycle
in a Nordiko RF sputtering system (NM-2000-T8-SE1).
(b) A 9µm layer of AZ9260 positive photoresist is spun atop the seed-
layer. It is soft baked for 5 minutes at 60°c, followed by 15 minutes at 100°c
- this removes the bulk of its solvent. The resist must then be allowed to
rehydrate for a minimum 2 hours, but preferably longer. To minimise sur-
face contamination, either through moisture absorption or oxidation of the
copper, the resist must be spun immediately after sputter deposition.
(c) The photoresist is patterned photolithographically and is developed
using AZ 400K developer diluted with de-ionised (DI) water in a 1:4 ratio.
For resist exposure, a Quintel Q4000 mask aligner equipped with a broad-
band mercury arc lamp provides the required UV energy. The intensity of
the UV exposure is ideally 7± 1mW/cm2 at 405nm wavelength, however as
the power output declines over the lifetime of the lamp, the exposure time
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must be adjusted accordingly. To avoid micromasking due to incomplete
photoresist development, an oxygen plasma descum is performed after de-
veloping the photoresist.
(d) The patterned areas are electroplated with nickel (2.4µm) using a
Schloetter Nickel Sulphamate MS bath and gold (300nm) using Metalor’s
ECF 64D ammonium gold sulphite solution.
Time between the two electroplating steps must be kept to a minimum to
prevent oxidation of the nickel layer. However great care must be taken
to thoroughly rinse the wafer with DI water after the nickel electroplating
as the acidic nickel solution can react with the gold solution to produce a
highly toxic gas.
(e) The resist is stripped using acetone and isopropyl alcohol (IPA), fol-
lowed by an oxygen plasma clean.
(f) The seedlayer is removed via a wet etch. The copper is selectively
etched using 6% ammonium persulphate solution and the adhesive chrome
layer is selectively etched using potassium ferricyanide etchant.
(g) The 200nm oxide layer is stripped from the backside of the wafer using
a CHF3 plasma.
(h) Aluminium (300nm) is evaporated onto the bare silicon using a ther-
mal evaporator; this prevents notching at the foot of the microstructure by
eliminating charge build up towards the end of the etch [75], otherwise a
positively charged insulator surface will deflect the ions towards the sidewall
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resulting in a lateral etch. Figure 2.13 shows the damaged caused when a
thin aluminium layer is not used.
Figure 2.13: The underside of a DRIE fabricated suspension: a) with alu-
minium on the backside during etching, b) without aluminium,
note the severe notching.
(i) The wafer is dehydrated using an oven bake at 150°C for 30 minutes.
HMDS primer is spun on top of the hot wafer before being returned to the
oven for a further 1 minute bake; this bake activates the primer. Resist is
spun on the topside of the cooled wafer and following a soft bake allowed
to rehydrate. If primer is not used thin features are at risk of being washed
away during the resist development.
(j) The DRIE mask is aligned with the metal pattern.
Step (c) is repeated, with one change: AZ 400K developer attacks alu-
minium, therefore the backside of the wafer must be protected during de-
velopment. This can be achieved by attaching the silicon wafer to a glass
wafer via a rubber o-ring and bulldog clips. The o-ring provides a seal
between the two wafers and the bulldog clips clamp the wafers and o-ring
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tightly together, preventing any entry of liquid.
(k) The exposed oxide is patterned using a CHF3 plasma. To prevent
the resist cracking or burning off, the etch is conducted at 10°C and the
recipe loops so that a 1 minute CHF3 etch is followed by a 2 minute cooling
step. The purpose of the oxide layer is to act as a hard mask which further
protects from photomask erosion.
(l) The exposed silicon is etched using DRIE which allows highly anisotropic
silicon etching. A surface technology systems (STS) single chamber multi-
plex, inductively coupled plasma (ICP) etcher is used. With an approximate
2µm/min etch rate it takes roughly 4 hours 20 minutes to etch through a
525µm thick wafer. A mask layer which can survive this extensive etch is
required - a 9µm thick resist was found to suffice.
(m) Loose packing pieces (used to create the halo mask effect) cannot be
allowed to fall into the DRIE etcher, therefore towards the end of the etch
(after ∼3.5hrs) the wafer must be attached to a handle wafer using a thin
photoresist layer. However because the wafer is cooled from the backside
using Helium gas during the etch and because photoresist has poor thermal
contact this final etch should be kept to a minimum.
(n) When the etch is complete the device wafer is detached from the han-
dle wafer, the resist is stripped and the aluminium on the backside is etched
using AZ 400K developer, this does not harm the other metallisation.
The wafer is divided into individual die.
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(o) Solder balls of Sn3.0Ag0.5Cu (SAC305) composition are placed on the
metal pads, small amounts of flux are used to assist adhesion. A solder rig
with a conductive heating stage and a sealed chamber is used for reflow.
Nitrogen or forming gas is used to purge air in the sealed chamber prior to
heating. The temperature of the reflow rig is controlled automatically. 50%
power is applied until the stage reaches 110°C, at this point the purging
is stopped and the power input is increased to 100%. At 190°C the heat
is switched off. The temperature reaches a peak of approximately 260°C
and the remains above the melting temperature of the solder (220°C) for
approximately 5 minutes. Finally it takes roughly 90 minutes for the stage
to return to room temperature by natural cooling.
The bumpers of a fabricated device can be seen in figure 2.14. The ob-
served reflow shapes compare excellently with the Surface Evolver simula-
tions (figure 2.15). Detailed recipes for this fabrication process are provided
in Appendix B.2.
Figure 2.14: SEM image of the groove and ball bumpers on a silicon sus-
pension system.
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Figure 2.15: Observed reflow geometries and Surface Evolver simulations
have excellent correlation. The corners of the actual pad were
filleted but for ease of analysis were assumed sharp in the Sur-
face Evolver simulations.
2.5 Discussion
2.5.1 Testing
The ball and groove bumper prototype devices were tested on an uncali-
brated drop-test rig. The aim was simply to determine whether the suspen-
sion systems armoured with solder bumpers outperformed the plain silicon
hard shock stops. As it is not possible to fabricate high quality 30µm springs
from low resolution masks, these prototypes were not used to calculate the
exact shock forces that the suspensions can survive, rather they were used
to determine proof of concept and the failure modes of the solder.
2.5.2 Results
An accelerometer was not available at this time to measure the exact shock
forces experienced by the microstructures, however the armoured suspen-
sions were observed to survive when dropped from greater heights in com-
parison to the unarmoured suspensions. This improvement in shock resis-
tance however, came at the expense of the ball bumper which in every case
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failed (as expected) at the pad-wafer interface. The severity of the fail-
ure depended on the alignment of the die during the drop test. The ball
bumpers on the lower side of the proof mass which absorbed the initial im-
pact ruptured the silicon base as the pads lifted (figure 2.16a), while the ball
bumpers on the upper side (which absorbed the rebound force) experienced
clean pad lifts (figure 2.16b).
Figure 2.16: a) Ball bumper de-adhered and ruptured the silicon base, a
fracture on the right hand side of where the ball bumper previ-
ously was, can be seen. This fracture was most likely incurred
during the rebound phase, after solder failure, b) clean pad-lift.
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2.6 Groove and Tongue Bumpers
2.6.1 Tongue Bumper
It was obvious that while the groove bumper performed well, a more robust
alternative to the ball bumper was needed. Surface Evolver simulations
showed that increasing the contact area of the ball bumper base in order
to increase its shear strength was not an option, as the protruding solder
cushion is eliminated. Replacing the 100µm diameter ball with a 300µm
diameter solder ball was also not an option as a geometry that can hold the
increased volume of solder within the limited geometry, whilst still providing
a solder cushion cannot be designed.
Our solution was to utilise the glass capping die which forms part of
the final packaging of microseismometer [76]. This capping die, 1.1mm in
thickness, is separated from the frame of the suspension die by a gap of
40µm. The center of the capping die is sand powder blasted to form a
cavity so that it stands at a distance of 700µm above the proof mass. By
designing the solder pad so that it extends beyond the frame and cap and
ensuring that the area of the pad is too small to accommodate the volume
of the solder within the 40µm height, a geometry can be created whereby
the excess solder flows into the free area and creates a bulbous tongue that
provides an ample cushion which also receives additional support from the
cap and solder body behind it (figure 2.17).
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Figure 2.17: Tongue bumper: a) plan view of the metal solder pads, b)
SEM image of a fabricated tongue bumper, c) Surface Evolver
simulation of the tongue bumper constrained by the capping
die. For ease of fabrication silicon was used instead of glass and
a frame representing the portion of the capping die attached to
the suspension die was used, i.e. the center of the capping die
is omitted.
The dimensions of the tongue bumper are superior in comparison to the
groove bumper (figure 2.18). With a similar impact height, the tongue
bumper has nearly double the contact area, therefore greatly increasing its
shear and normal resistance.
Also comparing the tongue bumper to its predecessor the ball bumper,
not only does the capping die allow a significantly increased contact area, it
also provides the tongue bumper with a reaction force (R) to counteract the
contact force (Fc), thus making the effects of the shear and normal forces
negligible (figure 2.19).
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Figure 2.18: The tongue bumper is included into the plot seen in figure 2.8.
With a similar impact height to the groove bumper, the tongue
bumper has nearly double the contact area, thus increasing
its shear and normal resistance and making it a far superior
geometry.
Figure 2.19: Comparing the ball and tongue bumper, the tongue bumper
is significantly more robust, as well as allowing a far larger
contact area the capping die also provides the solder with a
reaction force (R) to counteract the contact force (Fc).
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2.6.2 Fabrication
Fabrication follows the process flow outlined in section 2.4.2 with the addi-
tional step of a second solder reflow after the capping die has been aligned
with the suspension die, directly after the initial reflow (figure 2.20a).
Figure 2.20: a) Additional fabrication step (the second reflow) needed to
fabricate the tongue bumper, b) 1mm diameter steel pins are
used to aide alignment between the suspension and capping
die.
For ease of fabrication silicon was used instead of glass and a frame rep-
resenting the portion of the capping die attached to the suspension die was
used, i.e. the center of the capping die is omitted. Steel pins, 1mm in
diameter are used to aide alignment between the two die (figure 2.20b).
The height of the capping die above the suspension die is set by multiple
circular solder pads which are also used to bond the two die together (figure
2.21). The solder pads on the frame of the capping die mirror those on the
frame of the suspension die and both the suspension and capping die are
fabricated on a single wafer. It is likely that the surface tension forces of the
solder itself would have aligned the two die upon reflow, without the need
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for external alignment measures. However as there are multiple connection
pads in close proximity to each other, the alignment pins add a level of as-
surance that solder does not reflow with the incorrect pad on the opposite
die. Identical suspension systems surrounding proof masses of ratio 1:2:4:6
were fabricated, allowing the effect of mass to be investigated (figure 2.21).
SEM images of the final fabricated devices can be seen in figure 2.22.
Figure 2.21: Suspension systems with proof mass ratio 1:2:4:6. Each proof
mass is 18mm in length (L) and the width varies: (w1=1mm,
w2=2mm, w4=4mm, w6=6mm). The multiple circular solder
pads bond the two die together and set the height of the capping
die above the suspension die.
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Figure 2.22: SEM images of the final fabricated devices: a) side-view of both
bumper sets, b) close-up side-view, c) close-up plan-view, d) the
capping die was forcibly removed to reveal the circular solder
connections which both connect the suspension and capping
die and also set the height of the capping die at 40µm above
the suspension die. The tongue bumper looks slightly flattened
as this image was taken post shock testing.
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Fabrication Defects
If underside damage due to DRIE was evident and the springs were signifi-
cantly weakened (figure 2.23), the devices were excluded from shock testing.
Figure 2.23: Springs weakened by DRIE damage: a) localised failure of
the backside aluminium causes partial notching, b) an incom-
plete etch causes damage during die singulation, i.e. the pack-
ing pieces cannot cleanly break out, c) damage due to under-
etching, d) damage due to over-etching.
2.7 Summary
In this chapter the concept of using solder-armouring to protect a MEMS
suspension system during a high-shock event is investigated. A low fre-
quency model suspension system was designed for experimental purposes.
Its function is to act as a test structure for assessing the performance of
solder-armouring as a MEMS shock absorber.
Theoretically with the inclusion of solder-armouring in a MEMS suspen-
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sion system, the replacement of a brittle silicon-silicon impact with a ductile
metal-metal impact eliminates brittle fractures of the silicon at the point of
impact and absorbs a significant proportion of the collision energy through
plastic deformation of the solder. To create this ductile impact, solder
bumpers which extend beyond the silicon hard shock stops were created.
Design objectives for the optimum solder bumper were identified at the
outset: maximisation of the contact area (Apad) between the solder pad and
silicon to maximise the shear and normal strengths of the solder bumper at
the pad-wafer interface and minimisation of the impact height (HI) to re-
duce the overturning moment also acting at this interface and also to reduce
the possibility of an increased impact height introducing spurious modes.
Both objectives need to be achieved whilst still creating an adequate solder
cushion.
Surface Evolver was used to investigate different solder pad geometries
and the optimum solder bumper was deemed to be a re-entrant geometry
(the groove bumper) with a small oval pad chosen to be the opposing bumper
(the ball bumper). These initial prototypes were fabricated and tested. Re-
sults clearly showed that the ball bumper was significantly weaker than the
groove bumper and failed at the pad-wafer interface, when shock tested
using a drop-test rig. However proof of concept was proven as the overall
shock resistance of the system was improved. A more robust bumper (the
tongue bumper), created by utilising a capping die was designed and fab-
ricated. With a similar impact height, the tongue bumper has a contact
area roughly twice that of the groove bumper. Together with the additional
support provided by the capping die itself, the tongue bumper should be
significantly more robust than the groove bumper and as a pair they should
provide effective shock protection.
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3 Shock Testing
In this chapter the experimental set-up used for shock testing the model
suspension systems is presented. Our requirements for a test set-up is dis-
cussed, followed by a brief description of the more common shock machines
available. The final experimental set-up is described and its performance
discussed in detail.
3.1 Design of Experimental Set-Up
3.1.1 Requirements
The requirements for a shock testing machine were defined at the outset: it
had to be relatively easy to manufacture and use, affordable to construct,
have good repeatability and be capable of producing a directional shock of
medium to high acceleration levels: 500g - 15,000g (we aim to test mainly
in the range of 1000g - 6000g). The following section will briefly discuss
some of the more common forms of shock testing machines: drop-test rigs,
shaker tables, airguns, Hopkinson bars and ballistics.
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3.1.2 Shock Testing Machines
Drop-Test Rig
Drop-test rigs generally comprise of a carriage, a guide rail and a base. The
carriage holds the test item, the guide rail keeps the carriage correctly ori-
entated and the base can be altered to produce accelerations of different
amplitudes and shapes (half-sine, square, saw-tooth etc.). Pulse ampli-
tudes are also easily varied by altering the drop height (from a few g up
to 80,000g) [77]. If a large initial velocity is required, the carriage can be
forced downwards by a force other than gravity, for instance an elastic cord
can be used to pull the carriage downwards towards the anvil, greatly in-
creasing the impact force in comparison to a free-fall drop [4]. Drop testing
is the most common method for shock testing MEMS sensors [29,78,79] and
portable electronics [42, 80–83]. Drop-test rigs are also relatively easy and
inexpensive to manufacture and use.
Shaker Table
Shaker tables can be either electrodynamic, hydraulic or pneumatic vibra-
tion machines [77]. They are primarily used for vibration testing, however
they are capable of producing a sharp impulse of small magnitude <100g.
A clear benefit is that they allow the duration, amplitude and shape of a
shock wave to be specified [84].
Airgun
Airguns are used to impart very large accelerations on pistons to which the
item under test is attached. Very high accelerations are achievable: 1000g
up to 200,000g [77], making airguns suitable for military testing [3]. However
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the equipment is very expensive and difficult to construct.
Hopkinson Bar
Hopkinson bars are useful when shock testing light loads at extremely high
g-levels, thus making them suitable for shock testing MEMS [14, 85]. The
item under test is attached to one end of a metal bar, while an impacting
object applies a shock to the other end. The bar acts as a guide for the
mechanical wave and the item under test experiences a rapid high-g acceler-
ation rise when the stress wave arrives [77,86]. Hopkinson bars can produce
very high shock amplitudes (up to 200,000g) and has excellent repeatability,
however they require complex control systems and are difficult to manufac-
ture and install [29]. Additionally, the extreme shock levels achievable with
this equipment are not required for our purposes.
Ballistics
Ballistic tests involve mounting a test item in a projectile which is fired at a
target. They are capable of producing very high shocks, easily greater than
100,000g, however the tests are non-repeatable and non-directional. The
test set-up is also expensive and difficult to assemble [29].
3.2 Drop-Test Rig
A drop-test rig was chosen as the final experimental set-up. It was the
obvious choice, as it is the most common method for shock testing MEMS
and the only shock machine available that satisfies all design requirements:
it is relatively easy and inexpensive to construct, it is straightforward to
use and provides repeatable and directional shocks within the shock range
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required.
3.2.1 Experimental Set-Up
Our drop-test rig can be seen in figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Drop-test rig used for shock testing the suspension systems.
Sunil Kumar designed the guide rail and carriage, Andrzej Dzi-
adkowiec designed the iron cuboid base, wrote the LabVIEW
code and helped with the initial equipment set-up. I take credit
for specifying the test-set up requirements, sourcing the remain-
der of the equipment and calibrating the rig.
The single guide rail is 2m high. A DryLinT (TW-01-30HK) linear guide
system from IGUS was used for the carriage; it is mounted on the rail
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and holds the test item. It provides low vibration and low noise, has a
high static load capacity and an adjustable bearing clearance. The bearings
consist of 6 gliding elements positioned opposite each other in pairs making
three guide bearings [87]. The clearance was carefully adjusted in order
to find the optimum balance between friction (small clearance) and excess
movements in undesirable directions (large clearance). A steel plate which
attaches to the carriage was machined. The MEMS devices are attached
to a small aluminium holder using a crystalbond wax. The wax is strong
enough to withstand high shock loading without failing and is soluble in
acetone, leaving no residue. The aluminium holder is securely fastened to
the steel plate via screws. It is assumed that this set-up provides good
coupling between the frame of the device and the steel plate (on which the
accelerometer is mounted).
An iron cuboid provides the solid base. The surface of the cuboid was
polished to ensure perfect contact between the ground and cuboid to prevent
resonance of the base upon impact of the falling carriage. M8 and M10
threaded holes were drilled into the cuboid, allowing rubber dampers of
various sizes and shapes to be screwed into the base. Therefore the impact
surface can be altered and the magnitude and the shape of the shock impulse
greatly varied. For higher shocks, rubber sheets of varying thickness can be
laid atop the iron cuboid. A high-shock piezoelectric accelerometer (Kistler
Type 8044) which senses acceleration in the range of -20,000g to 30,000g
records the deceleration value of each shock event. It has a sensitivity of
0.34pC/g (calibrated by the factory).
The accelerometer is connected to a charge amplifier (Kistler 5041E1)
via a low noise cable (Kistler 1631C). The charge amplifier converts the
electrical charge signal from the accelerometer to voltage, with a maximum
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voltage output of ±10V. It is powered by a 24 volt power supply, has a
frequency range of 0 to 50kHz and an adjustable capacitance range of 100pC
to 99900pC. This allows the amplifier to detect a wide range of accelerations
(from 0 to 99900/0.34 = 293,823g). A suitable capacitance needs to be
chosen for the shock level expected.
The output is sampled and converted from analogue to digital via a Na-
tional Instruments NI USB-6210 data acquisition (DAQ) board which fea-
tures a maximum sampling rate of 250kHz. The resulting output is viewed
in LabVIEW SignalExpress 2010. The shock pulse is expressed in terms
of time and voltage, and the peak voltage (i.e. the amplitude of the shock
pulse) can be converted to acceleration in term of g using the following
equation:
Acceleration(g) = Amplifier Setting(pC)
Accelerometer Sensitivity(pC/g)×
Peak V oltage(V )
MaxV oltageOutput(V )
(3.1)
3.2.2 Typical Shock Profile
A shock pulse is characterized by its maximum value, duration and shape.
Our drop-test rig can produce a maximum shock of ∼20,000g when the car-
riage is dropped directly onto the bare iron base from the maximum height
of 2m. Our shock testing focussed on the range 1000g - 6000g. This shock
range is typically achieved using rubber sheets of varying thickness laid on
top of the iron cuboid. From a simple derivation we can see that the ex-
pected shock wave generated when dropping the carriage onto this fairly
rigid base will be an approximate half-sine wave (an exact half-sine wave
would be the result of a perfectly inelastic impact):
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The drop-test rig can be modelled as an undamped single-degree-of-freedom
(SDOF) spring-mass system [88] (figure 3.2).
Figure 3.2: Drop-test rig modelled as a SDOF system, mc is the mass of the
drop carriage, kB is the spring stiffness of the base and the iron
cuboid is assumed to be fixed.
The equation of motion of mass is expressed as (3.2), subject to initial
conditions: x0 = 0 and x˙0 = vi:
mcx¨+ kBx = mcg (3.2)
Where mc is the mass of the drop carriage, kB is the spring stiffness of
the base, the iron cuboid is considered to be a rigid fixture and vi is the
velocity of the mass immediately prior to impact.
To solve (3.2), the general solution for a second order differential equation
is taken as:
x(t) = C1 cosωnt+ C2 sinωnt (3.3)
Where ωn is the natural frequency of the system.
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Solving the general solution for the constants C1 and C2 according to the
initial conditions gives:
C1 = 0 (3.4)
and
C2 = vi/ωn (3.5)
Substituting the constants C1 and C2 into (3.3) gives an expression for dis-
placement of the mass:
x = vi
ωn
sinωnt (3.6)
Therefore the acceleration produced by the falling carriage of mass mc can
be expressed as:
x¨ = −ωnvi sinωnt (3.7)
ωnvi is the amplitude (A0) of the shock pulse [89], and ωn can be expressed
in terms of the time period of vibration (Tn) as follows: ωn = 2piTn , therefore
(3.7) can be re-written as:
x¨ = −A0 sin 2pit
Tn
(3.8)
This is the acceleration output of an undamped system. However a heavy
mass is being dropped onto a fairly rigid base and therefore significant damp-
ing of the system is expected (figure 3.3). A rigid base will be minimally
compressed during an impact. Therefore the majority of the collision energy
will be absorbed by the base and only a very small portion will be stored as
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elastic strain energy and released as rebound energy during restitution. As
such it is reasonable to consider the first half of the period alone, ignoring
the remainder of the heavily damped waveform, i.e. the duration of the
shock pulse τ = Tn/2. Therefore the deceleration produced when dropping
a mass mc onto a rigid base can be idealised as:
a(t) =
 A0 sin(
pit
τ ) , 0 ≤ t ≤ τ
0 , t ≥ τ
(3.9)
Typical shock pulse durations for the shock range 1000g - 6000g ranged
between 150-350µs. An idealised half-sine shock pulse superimposed on an
actual reading can be seen in figure 3.3.
Figure 3.3: A half-sine shock pulse of amplitude A0 and duration τ is su-
perimposed on a experimental shock reading. The duration of
this pulse is approximately 200µs. The system is heavily damped
and thus it is reasonable to idealise the shock pulse as a half-sine
wave, ignoring the remainder of heavily damped waveform.
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3.2.3 Calibration and Reliability
Shock Pulse Amplitude and Duration
The drop-test variables which define the amplitude and duration of a shock
pulse can be determined by assuming that the velocity of the falling car-
riage before impact vi =
√
2gHd, where Hd is the drop height. Therefore
the amplitude of the half-sine acceleration pulse can be expressed as:
A0 = viωn =
√
2gHdkB
mc
(3.10)
And the duration as:
τ = Tn2 =
pi
ωn
= pi
√
mc
kB
(3.11)
From equation 3.10 it is clear that the acceleration produced by the drop-
test rig depends on both the drop height (Hd) and the stiffness of the base
material (kB). The mass of the carriage (mc)) and gravity (g) are constants.
Thus (kB) and (Hd) can be varied to produce the required shock levels; (Hd)
is known but (kB) must be obtained experimentally.
Figure 3.4 plots the spring stiffness of a 1.5mm thick rubber sheet. The
values were obtained experimentally by repeating numerous drop tests from
different heights (Hd) and manipulating (3.10) to calculate (kB).
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Figure 3.4: Spring stiffness (kB) of a 1.5mm rubber sheet. This was the most
commonly used base. The values were obtained experimentally
by repeating numerous drop tests from different heights (Hd).
This experiment was repeated for bases of increasing rubber thickness
atop the iron cuboid (figure 3.5). Once values of kB are known for different
bases, the acceleration values for given drop heights can easily be estimated.
It was expected that the relationship between the spring stiffness and the
depth of the rubber base would be inversely proportional (equation 3.12):
kB =
AbEr
db
(3.12)
Where Ab is the cross-sectional area of rubber under compression, Er is the
Young’s modulus of rubber and db is the depth of the rubber sheet.
For the thicker rubber bases (4.5mm - 10.5mm) this relationship holds
true (figure 3.5). The Young’s modulus of rubber is known to vary from
0.01-0.1GPa [90], using the experimental results for the rubber bases of
depth 4.5mm - 10.5mm, Er was calculated to be ∼0.05GPa. As long as
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the rubber exhibits elastic behaviour, this value of Young’s modulus (which
is an elastic constant) and equation 3.12 should be valid. However elastic
behaviour does not continue with decreasing rubber depth and the spring
stiffness was found to significantly increase below 4.5mm. Nonlinear be-
haviour due to strain hardening is observed, the value of spring stiffness is
no longer governed by Er and can no longer be obtained using equation
3.12. Permanent indentations of the 1.5mm and 3mm thick rubber bases
were observed following drop tests, verifying that the behaviour of the thin-
ner rubber sheets, when impacted by the falling carriage, is plastic.
Figure 3.5: Spring stiffness (kB) of the base varies with rubber depth (db),
(averaged values of kB were used for this plot). For the thicker
bases (which behave elastically) the stiffness follows the rela-
tionship kB ∝ 1/db, however this relationship does not continue
with decreasing rubber depth and nonlinear plastic behaviour is
observed.
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Guide Rail Friction
Prior to each shock event the guide rail was lubricated with grease in an
effort to minimise friction between the carriage and rail. The experimental
velocities immediately prior to impact (vi) were calculated using equation
3.13:
Hd =
(v0 + vi)td
2 (3.13)
Where Hd is the drop height, td is the drop time (read from the shock pro-
file in LabVIEW) and the initial velocity (v0) before the carriage is dropped
is 0m/s. Figure 3.6 plots these experimental results and compares them to
the theoretical values (vi =
√
2gHd).
Figure 3.6: Velocity of the carriage during free-fall. Experimental and the-
oretical values are compared, the falling carriage was found to
resemble a free-falling object.
The two sets of data correlate well. An experimental average acceleration
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of 10.83m/s2 was measured; this is comparable to acceleration due to gravity
(9.81m/s2), thus we can assume that the effects of friction are negligible and
the falling carriage resembles a free-falling object. It is unexpected that
the average acceleration value is greater than acceleration due to gravity;
however human error when measuring the drop height and estimating the
drop times from the shock graphs must be accounted for. There is also a
possibility that the carriage was mistakenly forced downwards during the
manual release.
Reliability and Repeatability
The reliability of the rig was verified by repeating shock tests from different
heights whilst using a common base and ensuring that the acceleration is
proportional to the square root of the drop height. Figure 3.7 plots the aver-
age recorded acceleration values for different heights obtained using 1.5mm
thick rubber sheet atop the iron cuboid as a base. An approximate linear re-
lationship between acceleration and
√
Hd can be seen, demonstrating good
reliability and repeatability.
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Figure 3.7: Acceleration v
√
Hd. Averaged values of acceleration recorded
at a given drop height were used. A linear relationship indicates
good reliability and repeatability.
3.3 High-Speed Photography
A Photron FASTCAM SA-3 (Monochrome) high-speed camera was used to-
gether with a high magnification lens and an ELS-V-60 Watt metal halide
light source to capture images of the suspensions and bumpers before, dur-
ing and after impact. Shutter speeds ranging from 7,500fps to 15,000fps
were used to capture the images. The higher the frame rate, the lower
the resolution; therefore the higher frame rates were used only for close up
images, e.g. of the bumpers alone. To capture the motion of the entire
suspension a maximum frame rate of 10,000fps was used. The ELSV-60
solarc light source uses a liquid light guide rather than a fibre, providing
better light transmission and a very intense light, necessary for high-speed
photography on this small scale. There is no automatic focus available for
the high magnification lens, and so the working distance must be manually
adjusted. However it was possible to finely focus the image by using sliding
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plates attached to the underside of the camera. The camera was triggered
manually. Once the camera is set to record it records continuously, however
the data saved is dependent on the triggering mode; it can be set to record
before, after or either side of the triggering point or it is possible to pro-
gramme a trigger delay. All of the above equipment was borrowed from the
EPSRC engineering instrument pool.
3.4 Summary
In this chapter the requirements for a shock-test machine suitable for testing
our model suspension systems were defined. The test equipment had to be
relatively easy to manufacture and use, affordable to construct, capable of
producing a directional shock of medium to high acceleration levels (500g -
15,000g) and have good repeatability. The most common forms of shock-test
machines, namely drop-test rigs, shaker tables, airguns, Hopkinson bars and
ballistics, were analysed and it was ascertained that the most suitable shock
machine for our purposes was a drop-test rig. Such a rig was subsequently
designed, assembled and calibrated.
For the required shock range of 1000g - 6000g, rubber sheets laid atop
the rigid iron cuboid were used as a base. This fairly rigid base produces an
approximate half-sine shock wave of duration 150-350µs. Repetitive tests
proved the drop-test rig to provide good reliability and repeatability at
these shock levels. High-speed photography provides another dimension to
the shock testing, allowing images of the suspension systems to be captured
at 100µs intervals.
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4 Surface-Mounted Bumpers:
Results and Discussion
In this chapter shock testing results for unarmoured suspensions and sus-
pensions armoured with surface-mounted solder bumpers are discussed. The
suspensions systems are shock tested using the drop-test rig described in
chapter 3, and the maximum deceleration force that the suspension systems
can survive is identified. High-speed photography is used to observe the be-
haviour of the suspension systems during the shock events themselves and
to verify failure modes. These results allow failure trends to be identified
and subsequently compared to an analytical model.
4.1 Results
Both unarmoured and solder-armoured suspension systems were shock tested
using the drop-test rig described in chapter 3. Non-repetitive testing was
employed, i.e. the suspensions were dropped once only and were found to
have either failed or survived. This method of testing was chosen as our
primary aim is to protect a MEMS suspension during a one-off high-shock
event. We also wished to fully understand the behaviour of the solder-
armour and non-repetitive testing provides the clearest results possible. Di-
rectly after each shock event the suspensions were examined for damage
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using an optical microscope.
Because fabrication techniques, notably DRIE, can have adverse effects on
the structural reliability of a MEMS suspension [11, 85, 91–93], the devices
were tested in separate batches according to the wafer on which they were
processed. The results for the different wafers were consistent with each
other showing no real discernible difference between the different wafers
and DRIE runs.
4.2 Unarmoured Suspensions: Failure Modes
Two failure modes were observed for the unarmoured suspensions: brittle
fractures at the silicon bumpers occurring upon their initial impact and
fractures at the folds of the upper springs occurring during the rebound
phase. The shock testing results are plotted in figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: Shock-test results for the unarmoured suspensions. Identical
suspensions surrounding proof masses of ratio 1:2:4:6 were shock
tested.
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4.2.1 Failure on Impact
Failure on impact is the dominant failure mode for the larger die (m4 and
m6) only, with fractures forming at the point of impact. This failure mode
occurs if the contact force between the silicon bumpers is great enough,
typical damage can be seen in figure 4.2 .
Figure 4.2: Failure on impact for the unarmoured suspensions takes the form
of brittle fractures at point of impact on the silicon bumpers, this
is the primary failure mode for the m4 and m6 die only.
4.2.2 Failure on Rebound
Failure on rebound is the primary failure mode for the smaller die (m1 and
m2) only, and takes the form of fractures at the folds of the upper folder
beam springs (figure 4.3d). For the m1 and m2 die this failure mode occurs
before the silicon bumpers fail upon impact, however non-fatal damage to
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the silicon bumpers such as chipping was at times observed before failure
on rebound occurred.
Figure 4.3: High-speed micrographs (10,000fps): the left half of suspension
system. a) Prior to bumper collision the proof mass travels
downwards, b) the instant of the collision between the lower
bumpers, c) the proof mass rebounds and strikes the upper
springs into resonance, as evident from the motion blurring, d)
SEM image of upper spring damage, highlighting collision dam-
age.
High-speed micrographs were used to identify the cause of failure. It was
verified that the upper springs resonate after collision with the rebounding
proof mass (figure 4.3a - c). It is the closing velocity of this collision that
determines the amplitude of the subsequent resonance of the springs [94].
It is therefore assumed that the rebound velocity of the proof mass (after
the bumpers collide) determines the threshold of failure.
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4.3 Discussion
The suspension system is modelled as a SDOF spring-mass system, this
is typical for a MEMS device [79, 95–98]. A number of studies have used
finite element modelling (FEM) to study the shock-response of microstruc-
tures [97,99–103]. FEM can potentially provide more accurate results when
compared with analytical models. However a perfectly accurate model can
be difficult to achieve, convergence problems are common and they tend to
have run-times in the order of a few hours [104]. Srikar and Senturia [95]
present a useful analytical model. A microstructure is modelled as a spring-
mass system attached to an accelerating support (figure 4.4). The shock
pulse a(t) is described by equation 3.9 and the equation of motion of mass
for an undamped SDOF spring-mass system can be expressed as equation
4.1, with a general solution given by equation 4.2.
mpmx¨+ kTx = mpma(t) (4.1)
x(t) = C1 cosωst+ C2 sinωst (4.2)
Where mpm is the mass of the proof mass, ωs is the fundamental frequency
of the suspension and kT , the spring stiffness of the entire suspension.
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Figure 4.4: The model suspension system modelled as an undamped SDOF
spring-mass system. The acceleration pulse is applied externally
to the frame.
For ease of analysis the system is assumed to be undamped, however this
is also a reasonable assumption. The damping coefficient (c) for the largest
geometry (m6) was estimated to be approximately 0.00015, this figure (c =√
kTmpm
Q ) is based on the microseismometer with a quality factor of 250,
calculated using a ringdown test [65]. The damping is thus negligible and
can be excluded from our analysis.
The shock pulse is applied to the outer packaging of the device and it is
assumed that the interaction of the packaging with its environment deter-
mines the nature of the shock load delivered to the microstructure, i.e. our
drop-test rig generates an approximate half-sine wave when the carriage is
dropped onto a fairly rigid base and this half-sine wave is the shock pulse
a(t) that is exerted on the frame of the suspension system.
Therefore there are two impacts to consider when analysing the response
of the system: 1) the external impact, which determines the amplitude and
duration of the shock pulse applied to the outer frame and 2) the internal
collision between the bumpers, determined by the response of the proof mass
to the external impact. This internal response is dependent on the duration
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(τ) of the external shock pulse with respect the natural period (Ts) of the
suspension [95].
Following Ayre [105], approximate limits based on the ratio between the
natural period of the microstructure and the duration of the shock pulse are
used to categorise the response of the suspension system according to the
following three response regimes:
1. When the duration of the shock pulse is short relative to the natural
period of the system, to be precise: when τ ≤ 0.25Ts, the response
of the system can be obtained by equating the impulse of the applied
force to the momentum of the accelerating mass, i.e. the response is
identical to that of an unforced system with an initial velocity equal
to the integral of the acceleration pulse:
x˙0 =
∫ τ
0
a(t) dt = 2A0τ
pi
(4.3)
Therefore solving the equation of motion of mass for an undamped
spring-mass SDOF system (equation 4.1), with a general solution given
by equation 4.2, subject to the initial conditions: x0 = 0 and x˙0 =
2A0τ
pi , C1 and C2 are solved to be:
C1 = 0 (4.4)
and
C2 =
2A0τ
ωspi
(4.5)
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Allowing the displacement of the proof mass to be expressed as:
x = 2A0τ
ωspi
sinωst (4.6)
And the velocity of the proof mass prior to impact to be expressed as:
x˙ = 2A0τ
pi
cosωst (4.7)
2. When 0.25Ts ≤ τ ≤ 2.5Ts the response of the system is resonant and
it is possible for the maximum acceleration to exceed the applied ac-
celeration.
3. When τ ≥ 2.5Ts the response is said to be quasistatic and the maxi-
mum acceleration is equal to the applied acceleration.
Suspension System Resonant Properties
Assuming the dimensions in figure 4.5, the spring stiffness for the model
suspension was calculated to be 9.33N/m using equation 4.8 [106].
kT = 8× 3EsiI
L3c
(4.8)
Where: I = w
3
c tc
12 and Esi = Young’s modulus of silicon.
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Figure 4.5: The spring constant kT is calculated by considering 8 cantilevers
of length Lc, width wc and thickness tc.
Based on this spring stiffness, table 4.1 expresses the resonant properties
of the four geometries tested. The response of the microstructures to an
external shock will be dependent of the natural period of each system (Ts)
with respect to the duration of the shock pulse (τ).
Table 4.1: Resonant values of suspension system
Ratio mpm /g ωs /Hz Ts /s 0.25Ts /s
1 0.022 103 0.009 0.0023
2 0.045 73 0.013 0.0033
4 0.089 52 0.019 0.0047
6 0.134 42 0.023 0.0057
The duration (τ) of the average shock pulse applied to the model suspen-
sion systems throughout the shock range 1000g - 6000g is of the order of
150-350µs, considerably smaller than 0.25Ts (see table 4.1). Therefore the
velocity of the proof mass after a shock event can be described by equation
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4.7, and it can be assumed that while the onset for failure upon impact
is dependent on mass, failure on rebound is not; the rebounding velocity
which determines the onset of a failure is solely dependent on the amplitude
and duration of the shock pulse and the coefficient of restitution (e) of the
colliding bumpers:
vrebound = e× 2A0τ
pi
(4.9)
High-speed micrographs were used to confirm that the velocity directly
after the shock pulse has been applied to the system, but before the internal
collision of the bumpers (VExperimental) is approximately equal to equation
4.3 (VTheory), see table 4.2. The coefficients of restitution (e) for both
the unarmoured and armoured bumpers were also approximated from these
micrographs.
Table 4.2: Theoretical and measured velocities after a shock pulse of am-
plitude A0 and duration τ has been applied to the system. The
coefficients of restitution are also shown.
Unarmoured Suspensions
A0 /g τ /µs VExperimental /m/s VTheory /m/s e
2498 310 4.56 4.67 0.75
2575 300 4.25 4.66 0.79
2807 275 4.94 4.82 0.72
Armoured Suspensions
3180 265 4.94 5.16 0.37
3308 250 5.23 5.16 0.38
4743 200 5.85 5.92 0.33
Figure 4.6 plots the calculated theoretical velocities versus the observed
experimental velocities. Errors will be incurred when estimating velocities
from the high-speed micrographs, as motion blurring makes it difficult to
read the exact position of the proof mass. To account for this, the bottom
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of the proof mass was taken to be center line of the motion blurring and
the error bars representing the maximum possible variation are included in
the plot. Also the theory assumes a perfect half-sine wave, when in reality
a far more complex waveform exists. A series of micrographs used for these
calculations can be seen in Appendix C.
Figure 4.6: Experimental and theoretical velocities are compared, error bars
accounting for motion blurring are included in the plot. The
dashed line represents VTheory = VExperimental.
4.4 Armoured Suspensions: Failure Modes
The shock testing results for the armoured suspensions can be seen in figure
4.7. Failure of the upper springs on rebound is once again observed, however
brittle failure of the bumpers on impact has been replaced with a new failure
mode: de-adhesion of the lower groove bumper at the pad-wafer interface.
The unarmoured failures are plotted to allow comparison.
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Figure 4.7: Shock-test results for suspension systems armoured with surface-
mounted bumpers. The trend line representing the Weibull char-
acteristic life of the solder bumpers which fail upon impact is
shown, it is seen to decrease with increasing mass.
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The trend line representing the Weibull characteristic life of the solder
bumpers which fail upon impact is plotted; it is seen to decrease with in-
creasing mass. Weibull probabilities are discussed in detail in section 4.4.3.
4.4.1 Failure on Rebound
This is the same failure mode observed for the unarmoured m1 and m2
die, however it is the dominant failure mode for the armoured m1 die only.
Analysing the unarmoured suspensions we concluded that the velocity of the
rebounding proof mass determines the threshold of failure on rebound. The
reduced coefficient of restitution of the solder in comparison to the silicon
reduces the rebound velocity and thus increases the shock resistance of the
suspension. From high-speed micrographs, the ratio of the velocities before
and after collision give approximate coefficients of restitution of 0.75 for the
silicon and 0.36 for the solder, in agreement with published values [28]. The
solder therefore gives a reduction by 2.08 in the collision velocity, compared
to the observed 1.97 increase in the shock level for failure. The maximum
survival for an armoured m1 die was recorded at a shock level of 4688g in
comparison to the maximum unarmoured survival recorded at 2379g.
4.4.2 Solder Failure on Impact
If the initial contact force between the two solder bumpers is great enough
the lower groove bumper will de-adhere upon impact (figure 4.8). The
groove bumper is now the weaker of the two bumpers. The tongue bumper
has both a larger contact area as well as support from the capping die which
provides a reaction force to counteract the contact force (figure 2.19).
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Figure 4.8: Lower groove bumper de-adhered upon impact.
Two forms of solder de-adhesion were observed: 1) a clean pad lift at
the pad-wafer interface and 2) the silicon base ruptured as the pad lifted
(figure 4.9), approximately 90% of all bumper failures took the form of a
clean pad-lift.
Figure 4.9: Lower groove bumper de-adhered: a) clean pad-lift, non-fatal
damage incurred as the bumpers continue to collide during the
rebound phase following solder failure can be seen, b) the silicon
base ruptured as the solder pad lifted.
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4.4.3 Failure Probability
Because the shear strength of a solder bumper is dependent on many fabri-
cation variables, e.g. reflow properties and the pad thickness, composition,
shape and size, a clear transition from survival to failure is not expected.
Failure probabilities can be predicted by fitting the drop-test results to a
Weibull distribution.
Weibull distributions are most commonly used to analyse life time test-
ing/test until failure data, however in cases where the exact measure of
failure is unknown it is possible to use “censored” data, i.e. the number of
units still functioning at a given acceleration are also accounted for. The
highest failure data points which do not have survival data points nearby
should be omitted. It can be presumed that the solder would have failed
at lower acceleration levels and therefore including these data points in the
analysis would distort the probability model. Weibull distributions are also
most accurate when only one failure mode is considered [107] and the test
results can be divided into simply survival and failure, hence in this case
only the survival and failure of the solder is considered and not the survival
or failure of the suspension itself.
Weibull Parameters
In probability theory and statistics, a cumulative distribution function (CDF)
describes how probability mass is distributed over possible values of x.
Weibull analysis involves fitting the failure data set to the CDF described
by equation 4.10:
F (x) = 1− e−( xα)
β
, x ≥ 0 (4.10)
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For the shock-test data, x represents acceleration and the parameters
α and β are obtained using a simple linear regression to perform a least
squares fit (equations 4.11 - 4.15). α is known as the characteristic life and
is a measure of the scale or spread in the distribution of data, it is defined as
the acceleration at which 63.21% of units tested fail. β known as the shape
parameter indicates whether the failure rate is increasing (β > 1), constant
(β = 1) or decreasing (β < 1).
1− F (x) = e−( xα)
β
(4.11)
ln(1− F (x)) = −
(
x
α
)β
(4.12)
ln
( 1
1− F (x)
)
=
(
x
α
)β
(4.13)
ln
(
ln
( 1
1− F (x)
))
= βln
(
x
α
)
(4.14)
ln
(
ln
( 1
1− F (x)
))
= βln(x)− βln(α) (4.15)
Comparing equation 4.15 with the simple equation of a line (y = mx +
b), it is clear that ln
(
ln
(
1
1−F (x)
))
corresponds with y, ln(x) corresponds
with x, β corresponds with the slope m and −βln(α) corresponds with b.
Therefore by plotting ln
(
ln
(
1
1−F (x)
))
versus ln(x), the shape parameter
β can be read directly from the slope and the characteristic life can be
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calculated from equation 4.16:
α = e−(
b
β
)
(4.16)
F(x) is represented by the median rank (MR), which estimates the portion
of the population that will fail at a given acceleration. The exact median
rank can be calculated by solving equation 4.17, however it is possible to
use an approximation, e.g. Bernard’s approximation (equation 4.18) is re-
markably accurate [107]; i is the failure order number and N is the sample
size (this figure can be censored (include survivals) or uncensored (failures
only)).
N∑
k=i
N
k
(MR)k(1−MR)N−k = 0.5 (4.17)
MR = i− 0.3
N + 0.4 (4.18)
Figure 4.10 shows the Weibull line-fit plots for failure of solder on impact.
The four die geometries were considered separately.
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Figure 4.10: Line-fit plots for all four geometries are used to calculate the
Weibull parameters: the characteristic life (α) and the shape
parameter (β). The failure data for the m1 die is weak, however
it is relevant that the failures only occurred at high accelera-
tions.
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The comparable values of β, 3.46, 2.07, 2.11 and 2.48 indicate a simi-
lar increasing failure rate. The shape parameter is essentially a measure
of dispersion, with lower values corresponding to a greater spread in log-
arithmic lifetime. Sandia Labs [108] report good Weibull failure data for
a MEMS microengine. When cycled to failure, it had a shape parameter
of 0.22 indicating a very wide distribution of failures. This is expected as
brittle materials, such as silicon, tend to have wider failure distributions in
comparison to ductile materials. Failures in these cases are generally caused
by random imperfections creating stress concentrations. Commonly β for
production-ready electronic and mechanical products will be in the range of
0.5 to 5 [109].
α for the solder bumpers of the four geometries (m1, m2, m4 and m6)
was calculated to be 6834g, 4485g, 3462g and 3453g respectively. A power
law of mqpm fitted to this data gives an exponent of −0.39±0.08, suggesting
that the force caused by the deceleration of the proof mass is proportional
to m0.39±0.08pm . Therefore it can be concluded that the failure of the solder
bumpers and thus the contact force generated during a shock event has a
relatively weak dependence on mass. This simplifies any potential scaling
of the device size in the future. The contact force generated between the
solder bumpers during a shock event is discussed further in section 5.3.2.
Once the solder has de-adhered, the first failure mode appeared to be
fractures at the folds of the upper folded-beam springs this was the only
failure mode observed where only one failure was present. Many of the
post-shock optical images show multiple failures - making it impossible to
determine the initial failure (the majority of these devices were shock-tested
before the availability of the high-speed photography equipment).
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Energy Absorbed
The energy absorbed by the force required to de-adhere the solder protects
the silicon to an extent. Compared to the unarmoured suspensions; their
armoured counterparts survived higher shock levels even when the solder
failed (de-adhering on impact). This is evident when looking the shock-
testing results for the m2, m4 and m6 die in figure 4.7. However when
compared to the improvement in shock-survival experienced by the m1 die,
where the bumpers plastically deformed rather than de-adhered; it is clear
that the magnitude of the energy dissipated through plastic deformation is
greater than the energy dissipated through de-adhesion of the bumpers.
4.4.4 Plastic Deformation
It was expected that the solder would absorb a large portion of the colli-
sion energy through plastic deformation. Concentrating on lower-side solder
bumpers which survived shock-testing, it is clear to see that plastic defor-
mation has occurred. Figures 4.11a and b show the corresponding lower
bumpers on a m6 die shock-tested at 1911g while 4.11c shows the lower
tongue bumper on a m1 die shock-tested at 3688g. As expected two ellip-
soids colliding have created an elliptical contact area. Energy absorption
through plastic deformation is discussed in greater detail in section 5.3.2.
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Figure 4.11: Plastic deformation of solder bumpers which successfully pro-
tected their suspensions: a) lower groove bumper on a m6 die
shock tested at 1911g, b) lower tongue bumper on a m6 die
shock tested at 1911g and c) lower tongue bumper on a m1
die shock tested at 3688g. As expected two ellipsoids colliding
have created an elliptical contact area.
4.5 Enlarged Groove Bumper
4.5.1 Concept
If the lower groove bumpers can be prevented from de-adhering the design
will be greatly improved for a number of reasons: 1) the energy absorbed
through plastic deformation is greater, 2) once the solder is gone the sil-
icon is no longer protected from further shocks and 3) the debris created
could potentially strike a spring and damage it. In an effort to prevent the
lower groove bumpers de-adhering a new design which increases the groove
bumper contact area is introduced (GB2).
As discussed in section 2.2.1, a combination of shear and normal forces
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cause the lower groove bumpers to fail. The shear force per unit width (in
the direction of the shear) is equal to (Fc/Lpad), where Fc is the contact
force and Lpad is the length of the solder pad. Therefore in theory the
shear force resistance is directly proportional to the length of the solder pad
(figure 2.5). The normal adhesive strength will also be proportional to the
pad length.
However whilst increasing the solder area pad will improve shear and
normal resistance, it will also result in a greater impact height, introducing
two risks worth consideration: 1) the bending moment (Mx) acting at the
base is increased (however these forces should still be considerably smaller
than the dominant shear and normal forces) and 2) the off-axis collision
between the two bumpers will become more pronounced, i.e. the distance
between the point of impact and the top of the suspension is increased and
may lead to the introduction of spurious modes.
Figure 4.12 shows the new enlarged groove bumper (GB2) in comparison
to the previous design (GB1), the opposing tongue bumpers are identical.
Figure 4.12: a) Original groove bumper (GB1), b) enlarged groove bumper
(GB2) - the tongue bumper looks slightly flattened as this im-
age was taken post shock-testing. In both images the tongue
bumper geometry is identical.
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4.5.2 Pad Design
The solder pad for the enlarged groove bumper was designed to accommo-
date a 500µm diameter solder ball, thus increasing the solder volume by a
factor of 4.6. The primary design requirement was to maximise the length of
the pad whilst minimising the bumper height and still maintaining a solder
cushion, Surface Evolver was used to investigate different pad geometries.
The width of the final pad is identical to the previous pad design but the
length is increased by a factor of 3.2. The depth of the solder cushion needs
to be great enough to withstand the significant plastic deformation that
takes place, if not it will be unable to act effectively as shock protection
and the force of the tongue bumper impacting the proof mass will cause the
proof mass to spilt in half (figure 4.13).
Figure 4.13: Proof mass splits in half: an inadequate solder cushion fails to
protect the silicon. A high-speed micrograph shoes the instant
the damage occurred and an optical microscope image shows
the damage to the proof mass after the shock event.
To counteract this failure mode the solder volume can be increased by
adding a 300µm diameter solder ball to the reflow, this in turn significantly
increases the solder cushion. SEM images of the contrasting solder cushions
can be seen in figure 4.14.
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Figure 4.14: Solder cushions for the enlarged groove bumper (GB2) viewed
from the underside created with: a) a 500µm diameter solder
ball and b) a 500µm and a 300µm diameter solder ball.
4.5.3 Results
Figure 4.15 plots the shock-test results for the new enlarged groove bumper
design. No solder failures for either the m1 or m2 die were observed. For
the m4 and m6 die the lowest acceleration at which a groove bumper de-
adhered, increased from 1053g to 3640g (i.e. by factor of 3.4) and from 997g
to 2910g (by factor of 2.9) respectively. This is consistent with the shear
and normal resistance of the solder bumpers increasing linearly with the
length of the solder pad (LGB2 = 3.2LGB1).
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Figure 4.15: GB2: shock-test results. The increased bumper height led
to pronounced off-axis collisions, creating a new set of failure
modes due to the out-of-plane motion of the proof mass.
However whilst the larger bumper size has increased the strength of
the lower groove bumpers, the pronounced off-axis collision created by the
greater impact height causes the proof mass to move out-of-plane after the
bumpers collide. This proved to be a catastrophic failure mode, particularly
detrimental for the m1 die. For these die the proof mass does not have the
momentum to overcome the overturning moment created by the off-axis col-
lision; instead the proof mass deflects out-of-plane and continues to topple
forwards. A sequence of micrographs showing a m1 device undergoing this
failure mode when shock-tested at 3559g can be seen in figure 4.16.
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Figure 4.16: High-speed micrographs showing the proof mass of a m1 die
deflecting out-of-plane after the initial bumper collision. The
decreasing distance between the solder bumpers is used to high-
light the out-of-plane motion of the proof mass.
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For the larger die (m2, m4 and m6), the greater momentum of the proof
mass carries it upwards following the off-axis collision. Figure 4.17a shows
the damaged incurred when the proof mass of a m4 die, travelling upwards
at an angle strikes the upper outer frame. Figure 4.17b shows the instant
the damage was incurred.
Figure 4.17: a) The damage to the upper outer frame incurred when it is
struck by the proof mass. Because the impact occurs with
the proof mass at an angle the solder is not in a position to
protect the silicon, thus silicon strikes silicon. The imprint of
the collision can clearly be seen, b) a micrograph showing the
instant the damage to the upper outer frame was incurred.
Following the impact seen in figure 4.17, the proof mass moves down-
wards, again at an angle - the solder bumpers are no longer in a position to
protect the delicate springs and they shatter as they strike the lower outer
frame (figure 4.18).
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Figure 4.18: Micrograph showing the instant the springs shatter as they
strike the lower outer frame.
An exaggerated representation of the motion of the proof mass and the
failures incurred can be seen in figure 4.19.
Figure 4.19: An exaggerated representation of the motion of the proof mass
and the damage incurred.
In cases where the suspensions survived, underside damage of the bumpers
was still often observed (figure 4.20).
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Figure 4.20: Underside damage of the silicon bumpers, due to out-of-plane
impacts.
The high-speed photography equipment was available throughout the en-
tire period of the GB2 shock-testing and it was therefore possible to iden-
tify the different failure modes for each individual suspension system. All
failures involved out-of-plane motion and four failure modes in total were
identified. Each of the m1 die failed directly after the initial collision as
seen in figure 4.16. The larger geometries (m2, m4 and m6) most commonly
failed in a similar manner to the failure mode described in figure 4.19, or
else central fractures were found to occur as the proof mass moved upwards
at an angle, causing the springs to twist (figure 4.21). Otherwise fractures
occurred at the folds of the upper folded-beams upon rebound, similar to
the previous design (GB1), however now with the added complication that
the proof mass is travelling upwards at an angle. The latter three failure
modes were observed with and without the solder de-adhering.
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Figure 4.21: High-speed micrograph. The spring twists and fractures as the
proof mass moves upwards and outwards at an angle, the lower
groove bumper de-adhered upon impact.
4.5.4 Summary
Unarmoured and solder-armoured suspension systems were shock tested us-
ing the drop-test rig described in chapter 3. There are two impacts to
consider when analysing the response of the microsystem to a shock event:
1) the external impact, which determines the amplitude and duration of the
shock pulse applied to the outer frame and 2) the internal collision between
the bumpers, determined by the response of the proof mass to the external
impact. This internal response is dependent on the duration of the external
shock pulse with respect the natural period of the suspension.
For the unarmoured suspensions two failure modes were identified: failure
on impact; due to the force of the internal collision between the two bumpers
and failure on rebound; determined by the rebounding velocity of the proof
mass following the internal collision (equation 4.9). Failure on impact took
the form of fractures at the point of impact on the silicon bumpers, while
failure on rebound took the form of fractures at the folds of the upper
folded-beams springs.
The armoured suspensions introduced a new failure mode: failure on
impact of the lower groove bumpers due to the shear and normal stresses
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generated at the pad-wafer interface. The onset of this failure mode is mass
dependent. The surface-mounted solder bumpers were successful in fully
protecting the smallest of the die (m1) only; here the shock level that the
suspensions could survive was increased by a factor of 1.97 when compared
to the unarmoured suspensions. Failure occurred on rebound and is thus
velocity dependent. From high-speed micrographs, the ratio of the velocities
before and after collision give approximate coefficients of restitution of 0.75
for the silicon and 0.36 for the solder. The solder therefore gives a reduction
by 2.08 in the collision velocity, compared to the observed 1.97 increase in
the shock level for failure.
For the larger geometries the impact force proved to be too great for the
lower groove bumpers to withstand. The energy absorbed as the solder
de-adhered protected the suspensions to an extent. However disadvantages
include that the suspensions are left without protection against future im-
pacts, debris is created and the percentage of energy absorbed is inferior
when compared to the energy absorbed through plastic deformation.
In an effort to increase the shear and normal strength of the groove
bumpers, an enlarged surface contact area was investigated. As expected
the force needed to de-adhere the larger bumpers increased linearly with the
length of the bumper. However whilst the onset of bumper failure was im-
proved, the increased height of the larger solder bumper creates an off-axis
collision resulting in an overturning moment which can result in catastrophic
failures.
To avoid the limitations of solder de-adhesion at the pad-wafer interface
and the overturning moments created by the off-axis impacts of bumpers,
an in-line collision is needed, i.e. the solder must be incorporated into the
suspension sidewalls.
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5 Integrated Bumpers
In this chapter a new bumper design is investigated: to combat the short-
comings of the surface-mounted bumpers, solder bumpers are integrated
into the sidewalls of the suspension, creating an on-axis in-line collision.
The resulting bumpers collide at the centre of percussion of the suspension,
theoretically absorbing the maximum energy from the fundamental mode
of the suspension, and minimising the excitation of cross-axis modes. This
improved bumper geometry also eliminates the risk solder failures due to
shear and normal stresses and thus allows the energy absorbing properties
of solder plastic deformation to be fully utilised.
5.1 Bumper Design
The central silicon bumpers were re-designed to incorporate conduits (figure
5.1) that can accommodate two 300µm diameter solder balls within the
height of a 500µm thick wafer (figure 5.3). Upon reflow the solder balls
combine to form one solder bumper which is mechanically keyed in place
(figure 5.2). No metallisation is required. The diameter of the conduit is
designed to have a 10µm clearance, i.e. it is 310µm across.
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Figure 5.1: Through-wafer conduits in the central bumpers.
Figure 5.2: Integrated solder bumpers created by reflowing two solder balls
(with flux) in a conduit within the central silicon bumpers.
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5.2 Fabrication
The fabrication process flow follows steps g to n in section 2.4.2. After the
die have been singulated from the wafer, solder balls are lightly dipped in
flux and hand placed in the through-wafer conduits. The flux serves two
purposes; it retains the solder balls in the conduits, allowing the devices to
be easily transported from the assembly area to the reflow rig, and it also
helps promote superior reflow between the two solder balls. Flux prevents
oxidation of the molten solder, which can severely disrupt the reflow of the
solder and also acts as a wetting agent - allowing the solder to flow and wet
more easily [110]. Figure 5.3 shows the solder balls before reflow, with and
without flux. The solder is reflowed under vacuum at 260°c.
Figure 5.3: Solder balls in the through-wafer conduits before reflow: a) with-
out flux and b) with flux.
In the absence of flux, the wetting ability of the solder is reduced and the
solder balls reflow to form a long cylindrical bumper the full length of the
conduit (figure 5.4), the resulting diameter is too small for the bumper to
be restrained by the conduit geometry, i.e. it does not become mechanically
keyed in place.
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Figure 5.4: Solder reflowed in the absence of flux a) bumper alone, b)
bumper in conduit: the bumper has been glued in place for the
purpose of this image, without an adhesive the bumper simply
falls out when the suspension is lifted.
The effect of the flux on the reflow geometry can be appreciated by com-
paring figures 5.2 and 5.4b. When flux is present during reflow, the height of
the resulting bumper is greatly reduced (note the position in the conduit),
and the increased volume of solder in the lower section of the conduit results
in the bumper becoming firmly keyed in place.
Figure 5.5 compares bumpers created with a) two solder balls and b)
three solder balls. Two reflows are needed to create the larger bumper.
Prior to reflow only two 300µm diameter solder balls can be held within a
525µm deep wafer. Therefore the third solder ball can only be added after
the first reflow when the initial two solder balls have combined resulting in
a decreased combined height. It was deemed that for our purposes there
was no advantage in increasing the solder volume. The radius and height
of the bumper are increased, however the dimensions of the smaller bumper
suffice. Also an additional fabrication step is required - a second reflow, and
with our current suspension design there is insufficient space between the
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silicon bumpers to accommodate the increased solder volume without the
opposing bumpers combining. This issue will be discussed further in section
5.2.1.
Figure 5.5: Solder bumpers created with: a) 2 solder balls and b) 3 solder
balls, a second reflow is needed to create this bumper.
5.2.1 Conduit Geometry
Five different conduit geometries were investigated (figure 5.6).
Figure 5.6: Conduit geometries: the conduit opening is increased, altering
the solder ball exposure. This figure represents the 300µm di-
ameter solder balls in the conduit prior to reflow.
Each conduit is 310µm in diameter, but the opening width varies in each
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case. As the opening width increases so too does the volume of solder
exposed.
Surface Evolver was used to estimate the final reflow profile of the bumpers,
using a fixed volume of solder (corresponding to two 300µm diameter sol-
der balls) and varying conduit openings. For ease of analysis the circular
conduit was modelled as a hexagon (figure 5.7); this allows easier definition
of the geometric constraints. It was estimated that geometries 1, 2, 3, 4
and 5 would create solder protrusions ∼43µm, ∼78µm, ∼107µm, ∼117µm
and ∼162µm proud of the silicon respectively. The area of the conduit, the
width of the conduit opening and the volume of the solder are identical to
the fabricated devices. The relevant Surface Evolver script is provided in
Appendix A.4.
All five geometries were fabricated. Geometry 5 proved to be unusable
from the outset. The opening of the conduit is 290µm wide and due to un-
avoidable over-etching during DRIE, this geometry is unable to constrain the
300µm diameter solder balls prior to reflow. However extremely good cor-
relation between the Surface Evolver simulations and remaining fabricated
devices was observed. Figure 5.7 visually compares the Surface Evolver
simulations with the experimental results for geometry 2, while figure 5.8
compares the depth of the solder protrusions for geometries 1, 2, 3, and
4 and plots both the experimental and Surface Evolver results for conduit
opening width versus solder protrusion depth. Plotting the results on a
log-log scale the depth of the solder protrusion in relation to the conduit
opening follows a distinct power law. Good repeatability of the final reflow
profiles of solder bumpers is also demonstrated here.
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Figure 5.7: Surface Evolver simulations of the integrated bumpers (conduit
geometry 2) compared to fabricated devices. The geometry of
the exposed solder correlates well.
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Figure 5.8: The depth of the solder protrusions for geometries 1, 2, 3, and
4 were measured for multiple fabricated devices using SEM im-
ages. The results are in good agreement with the Surface Evolver
simulations. Plotting the results on a log-log scale the depth of
the protrusion in relation to the conduit opening follows a dis-
tinct power law. Good repeatability of the final reflow profiles
of the solder bumpers is also demonstrated.
Optimum Bumper Design
The optimum bumper maximises the exposed solder available for plastic de-
formation within geometric constraints of the suspension system; the max-
imum depth of the solder protrusion is limited by the distance between the
opposing silicon bumpers. In the case of our model suspension system, if
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the proof mass is exactly central there is a gap of 192µm between the silicon
bumpers (figure 5.9), therefore in theory with perfect proof mass positioning
the solder bumper protrusion is acceptable if <96µm.
Figure 5.9: Plan-view of the central silicon bumpers with through-wafer con-
duits. The gap between the bumpers (in this case 192µm) dic-
tates the maximum width of the conduits. If the volume of
exposed solder between the silicon bumpers is too great the op-
posing solder bumpers will combine upon reflow.
Experimental results show that conduit geometries 3 and 4 create average
solder protrusions of 109µm and 114µm respectively (in good agreement with
the Surface Evolver model). Therefore if using these conduit geometries
the opposing solder bumpers would combine upon reflow, this was verified
experimentally (figure 5.10).
Geometry 2 was chosen as the optimum conduit geometry. It maximises
the exposed solder available for plastic deformation during a shock event
without the opposing bumpers combining. However as the solder protrusion
is approximately 80µm proud of the silicon, roughly only 32µm of free space
between the opposing solder bumpers remains, therefore the proof mass
must have perfect central positioning during reflow to avoid the opposing
bumpers on one side combining.
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Figure 5.10: Opposing bumpers using conduit geometry 3 combine upon
reflow due to an excess of solder within the limited geometry.
5.3 Discussion
5.3.1 Results
The shock testing results for the suspensions armoured with integrated sol-
der bumpers are plotted in figure 5.11. All of the bumpers were created using
conduit geometry 2. The results for the unarmoured suspensions (section
4.2) are plotted to allow comparison and power-laws representing the onset
of failure upon rebound are fitted to both sets of data.
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Figure 5.11: Shock testing results for the unarmoured suspensions and sus-
pensions armoured with integrated solder bumpers. Power-laws
for the onset of failure on rebound are fitted to the data.
Analysing the suspension systems post shock with an optical microscope
it was observed that failure occurred at the folds of the upper folded-beam
springs, similar to the failures observed for the unarmoured m1 and m2 die
and the m1 (GB1) die armoured with surface-mounted bumpers.
The high-speed photography equipment was not available for this round
of shock-testing, however it is reasonable to assume that failure on rebound
occurs and therefore the velocity of the rebounding proof mass determines
the onset of failure. Figure 5.11 does suggest that the onset of failure is not
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strongly dependent on mass, to quantify a power laws of mppm fitted to the
data gives exponents of −0.07±0.07 and −0.04±0.09 for the armoured and
unarmoured suspensions respectively; indistinguishable from p = 0. Failure
in this case begins to occur at approximately 5000g in agreement with the
GB1 m1 die (figure 4.7) and the GB2 m2 die (figure 4.15), in the absence
of a fatal over-turning moment. Comparing the results to the unarmoured
suspensions, there is an observed 2.1 increase in the shock level for failure,
consistent with solder providing a reduction by 2.08 in the collision velocity
(esi ' 0.75 and esolder ' 0.36).
It was also observed that the failure modes of: 1) brittle fracture upon
impact, 2) shear failure of the solder bumpers and 3) overturning mo-
ments caused by off-axis collisions are all completely eliminated. The solder
bumpers successfully survived the impact in every case tested, plastically
deforming (figure 5.12) and fully protecting the silicon bumpers from brittle
damage.
5.3.2 Plastic Deformation and Energy Dissipated
The considerable energy absorbed at the bumpers by plastic deformation is
evident in figure 5.12. It is this plastic deformation that protects the silicon
during the internal collision between the bumpers. Plastic deformation takes
place if the kinetic energy of the collision is large enough, in which case it is
converted into plastic strain energy, elastic strain energy and elastic stress
waves. However when plastic deformation occurs it is by far the dominant
mode for energy dissipation, with elastic stress waves dissipating at most a
few percent of the overall energy lost [35,37,38,111,112].
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Figure 5.12: Integrated bumpers: before and after impact, exhibiting plastic
deformation. The bumpers are adjacent to each other for the
purpose of the picture only. They remain separate and have
not combined.
The depth of deformation of the solder bumpers was determined by com-
paring SEM images of the bumpers post shock to SEM images of untested
devices (figure 5.13). Only bumpers from suspensions systems which sur-
vived were considered. Four untested bumpers were examined and a vari-
ation of 2.4µm in bumper diameter was observed; an average value of the
four bumpers was taken as the diameter of an untested bumper.
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Figure 5.13: Solder deformation. SEM images of solder bumpers on the
lower side of the proof mass taken after shock testing were
compared to SEM images of untested solder bumpers.
A theoretical comparison to the observed deformation results is not pro-
vided here. Plastic behaviour is nonlinear, extremely complicated and an
analytical model for calculating the depth of plastic deformation due to a
collision does not exist. Hertzian contact theory can be used to accurately
predict the deformation of spherical elastic bodies or provide a good ap-
proximation for plastic materials if impact speeds are low, the materials
are hard and the area of deformation is small in comparison with the radii
of the colliding bodies [33], therefore this theory is completely unsuitable
for analysing the solder bumpers which are soft, colliding at high speeds
and undergoing significant deformation. FEA models are instead commonly
used to study plastic impacts. Collisions between deformable spheres and a
rigid surface have been studied [113–115] as well as collisions between two
spheres [116–119].
Figure 5.14 plots the kinetic energy dissipated during the initial lower
bumper impact as function of plastic deformation. The dissipated energy
was calculated using the coefficient of restitution estimated from high-speed
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micrographs and the velocity before impact calculated from equation 4.3.
Figure 5.14: The kinetic energy dissipated during the initial lower bumper
impact plotted as a function of plastic deformation, on a log-
log scale. The change in velocities before and after collision
were calculated using esolder estimated from high-speed micro-
graphs. The highlighted data point corresponds with the de-
formed bumpers seen in figure 5.12.
During compression the kinetic energy of the impact is transformed into
the internal energy of deformation by a contact force Fc. This contact force
is a reaction force that resists deformation, it acts equally on each colliding
body (i.e. on each bumper) but in opposite directions. Fc increases with
increasing deformation and reduces the relative velocity between the two
bumpers. Compression terminates when the relative velocity between the
two bumpers is zero [120]. The work done Wd or energy dissipated by the
bumpers can be related to the contact force by equation 5.1, where δ is the
depth of deformation.
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Wd =
δ∫
0
Fcdδ (5.1)
The contact force can therefore be calculated for each individual bumper
by differentiating equation 5.1. Wd is the work done by two solder bumpers,
however as the deformation of the opposing bumpers is approximately equal
(due to equal but opposite contact forces), the energy dissipated by one
bumper is simply half the total work done.
Figure 5.15 plots the peak contact force versus plastic deformation for a
single solder bumper, the area under the curve is the work done or energy
dissipated by the solder (Wd/2). The peak contact force is derived by dif-
ferentiating equation 5.1. The trend line plotted in figure 5.14 provides an
expression for Wd in terms of plastic deformation.
Figure 5.15: The peak contact force plotted as a function of plastic defor-
mation for a single integrated solder bumper on a log-log scale.
The relationship between the peak contact force and the externally ap-
plied acceleration (A0) was investigated comparing the three m4 die tested
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(figure 5.16). A linear relationship was observed, i.e. the acceleration ap-
plied externally to the system is directly proportional to the peak contact
force generated during the internal collision, resulting in a ratio between the
external force and internal force of approximately 75. This is an empirical
relationship and has not been compared to a full solution of the system’s
dynamics which would be non-trivial to solve.
Figure 5.16: The peak contact force plotted as a function of the externally
applied acceleration (A0) for the three m4 die tested. Mass
does not very here so it is possible to establish a relationship
between the two variables. A linear relationship is observed.
Using this relationship it is possible to determine the dependence of the
magnitude of the contact force, on the mass of the proof mass. In figure
5.17 the known contact forces are normalised by the externally applied ac-
celerations and this ratio is plotted as a function of mass. A power-law of
mqpm fitted to the data gives an exponent of 0.38± 0.09, therefore it can be
assumed that Fc ∝ m0.38±0.09pm . This is consistent with the Weibull character-
istic life of the surface-mounted bumpers which followed a power-law of mqpm
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with exponent −0.39 ± 0.08 (section 4.4.3). Because the surface-mounted
bumpers failed on impact, their survival rate was therefore dependent on
the peak contact force generated during collision.
Figure 5.17: The peak contact force (normalised by the externally applied
acceleration) plotted as a function of mass. Identical suspen-
sion systems surrounding proof masses of ratio 1:2:4:6 were
shock-tested.
The energy history of the proof mass belonging to the suspension system
highlighted in figure 5.14 can be seen in figure 5.18. It can be assumed that
during impact the vast majority of the collision energy is converted into
elastic and plastic strain energy, with energy dissipated by elastic stress
waves being negligible in comparison.
During the initial impact the bumpers on the lower side of the proof
mass plastically deform and the proof mass comes fully to rest when the
contact force is at its maximum, at this point the kinetic energy of the
proof mass is zero. During the restitution stage, the elastic strain energy
stored in the system during compression generates a force that drives the two
bumpers apart with a relative velocity equal to the impact velocity times the
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coefficient of restitution; this rebound energy is equal to the elastic strain
energy stored during compression. The majority of the remaining energy is
dissipated when the upper bumpers collide.
Figure 5.18: The energy history of the proof mass. High-speed micrographs
of the surface-mounted bumpers during a shock event were used
to estimate the timings and to verify that the initial bumper
impact absorbs the majority of the collision energy, and the
subsequent upper bumper impact brings the proof mass nearly
to a rest. The duration of the solder deformation and restitu-
tion is indicative only.
Assuming an identical coefficient of restitution, the upper bumpers are
expected to dissipate approximately 0.36mJ, resulting in plastic deforma-
tion of depth ∼3µm. SEM images confirm that a small amount of plastic
deformation did take place. Small indentations of the solder are visible
from side views of the bumpers, however the depth of deformation cannot
be accurately measured as there is known to be at least a 2.4µm variation
in bumper diameter. For the purpose of this analysis the subsequent and
significantly smaller shock impulses generated by the rebounding drop-test
carriage are ignored.
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5.3.3 Failure Probability
To estimate the failure probability of the suspensions at a given acceleration,
the results were fitted to a Weibull distribution curve (figure 5.19). Censored
data was again used and the highest failure data points which do not have
survival data points nearby were omitted.
Figure 5.19: Weibull distribution curves for the suspension systems ar-
moured with integrated bumpers and the unarmoured m1 and
m2 die. The cumulative failure-data plotted show good corre-
lation with the Weibull curves.
The suspension systems armoured with integrated solder bumpers have
only one failure mode: failure on rebound, therefore this Weibull plot con-
siders only survival and failure of the suspension systems. The shock testing
results for the unarmoured m1 and m2 die (which failed on rebound) are also
fitted to a Weibull distribution (figure 5.19). The significant improvement
in survival probability provided by the solder armouring is evident.
α and β were obtained to be 6419g and 8.09 respectively for the armoured
suspensions and 2726g and 11.55 for the unarmoured suspensions. The
Weibull line-fit plots are shown in figure 5.20.
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Figure 5.20: Line-fit plots for the unarmoured m1 and m2 suspensions and
the suspensions armoured with integrated bumpers.
The characteristic life for the armoured suspensions is roughly twice that
of the unarmoured equivalent, indicating that the provision of armouring
doubled the shock resistance of the MEMS suspension. The high values of
β indicate a steep increasing failure rate and a dominant failure mode (in
this case failure of the springs on rebound). They also suggest a narrow
failure distribution. In comparison, the values of β for the surface-mounted
bumpers were far lower in comparison. This is consistent with the wider
range of failure dispersion expected. Many different testing and fabrication
variables effect the survival probability of the surface-mounted bumpers (e.g.
reflow properties and the pad thickness, composition, shape and size). While
it is expected that rebound velocity alone will effect the survival probability
of the springs. However imperfections in the springs (due to fabrication)
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will cause a certain amount of variability.
5.4 Summary
Solder bumpers integrated into the sidewalls of the silicon suspensions were
designed to combat the limitations of the surface-mounted bumpers: de-
adhesion of the lower groove bumper and severe overturning moments caused
by off-axis collisions (GB2). The new bumpers were successful on both
accounts. Firmly keyed into the sidewalls of the suspension, the risk of
shear failure is eliminated, as are unwanted spurious modes created by off-
axis bumper collisions. Additionally as the integrated bumpers are created
by reflowing solder in through-wafer conduits, no metallisation is required
and thus fabrication time is greatly reduced.
With the solder no longer in risk of failing, the benefits of its reduced
coefficient of restitution in comparison to silicon can be fully utilised. The
significant plastic deformation of the solder absorbs a large fraction of the
kinetic energy (in this case 1 - e2solder = 0.87). The plastic deformation
completely eliminates failure on impact which was observed with the unar-
moured suspensions and greatly reduces the rebound velocity of the proof
mass after impact. The dominant failure mode is now failure on rebound,
therefore the rebound velocity of the proof mass is of concern. The solder
gives an approximate 2.08 reduction in rebound velocity consistent with the
2.1 increase in the shock level for failure.
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6 Applications
This chapter discusses the possible applications for the research presented
in this thesis. Particularly how it has already been directly applied to the
microseismometer, which must survive acceleration levels in excess of 2000g
during NASA’s InSight 2016 mission to Mars. Integrated solder bumpers
are used to replace a brittle silicon-silicon impact with a ductile solder-solder
impact during a shock event. All design modifications made to the shock
protection system of the microseismometer are described in detail.
6.1 Shock-resistant MEMS
6.1.1 Micromachined Accelerometers
The most common MEMS device to contain moveable components is the
micromachined accelerometer. Many micromachined commercial accelerom-
eters which can survive in the region of 2000g already exist and have for
many years. Thus shock-tolerant MEMS with moveable components are not
a new concept. However shock-resistant, low-resonant frequency, low-noise,
high-performance MEMS devices are a new reality and until now did not
exist. Analog Devices Inc. are responsible for one of the most successful mi-
cromachined accelerometer ranges, known as the ADXL range. This range
of accelerometers is particularly aimed at the automotive industry and their
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ability to withstand a shock of 2000g has made them suitable for airbag de-
ployment. The first model ADXL50 was introduced in 1991. It had a range
of ±50g, a noise floor of 6.6mg/√Hz and a resonant frequency of 24kHz.
Figure 6.1a shows a simplified view of the sensor unit (in reality the sensor
has 42 unit cells and a common beam). When an acceleration is applied
externally, the common central beam moves closer to one of the fixed plates
while moving further from the other. Therefore when the sensor begins to
move, a differential capacitance is created which produces an output signal
at the central plate [121].
Figure 6.1: a) A simplified sketch of the ADXL50 micromachined accelerom-
eter. The dashed line represents its deflected shape due to an
externally applied acceleration, b) a simplified sketch of the
ADXL05 micromachined accelerometer with folded beam sup-
port. The deflected geometry is shown.
Later design iterations in the ADXL range involved using a folded beam
suspension system, similar to the microseismomter (figure 6.1b). The ADXL05
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was the first model to use this support. It had a range of ±200g, a noise
floor of 0.5mg/
√
Hz and a resonant frequency of 12kHz. The noise floor
is thus roughly 12 times lower than its predecessor and the only significant
change from the ADXL50 model is the suspension system - the lower spring
constant results in higher compliance to inertial forces and hence in greater
sensitivity. The most sensitive model is the ADXL103/203 with a maxi-
mum range of ±18g, a noise floor of 0.11mg/√Hz and a resonant frequency
of 5.5kHz. Other companies which produce high-shock micromachined ac-
celerometers include Motorola, Bosch and IC sensors [4, 121].
These accelerometers differ from the microseismometer as they lack the
same degree of sensitivity. The ADXL103/203 model has a resonant fre-
quency approximately 550 greater than the microseismometer! Thick flex-
ures which exhibit high spring stiffness coupled with the extremely low
masses associated with MEMS, make such devices fairly insensitive to shock.
No additional shock protection is required. This thesis however has pre-
sented a method of creating highly sensitive, shock-resistant MEMS devices
with extremely low resonant frequencies. Typically to obtain low-resonant
frequencies, very thin flexures are used and previously such highly compli-
ant and delicate MEMS suspensions had no means of surviving extreme
shock levels. This research opens up many new MEMS applications as well
as potentially allowing improvement in the sensitivity of current MEMS
devices.
6.2 The Microseismometer
The Microseismometer is an extremely sensitive MEMS device, with a noise
floor of just 0.2ng/
√
Hz and a resonant frequency of about 10Hz. The sus-
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pension system is therefore extremely compliant and without the provision
of shock protection, it would easily fracture. However primarily using the
integrated solder bumpers described in chapter 5, a shock-resistant micro-
seismometer has been created.
6.2.1 Design Modifications
The microseismometer has a larger proof mass (19mm x 14mm) in com-
parison to the model suspension systems tested in this thesis (the largest
model suspension system (m6) has a proof mass of dimensions 18mm x
6mm. Therefore for a given shock level, the initial impact force between
the lower bumpers is increased and as a result the solder needs to absorb a
greater amount of kinetic energy, resulting in increased plastic deformation.
To cope with the increased plastic deformation expected, two modifications
were initially made: 1) a conduit opening of 255µm provides a larger solder
protrusion (∼114µm) - the silicon bumpers are 1mm apart and therefore
the solder bumpers are not at risk of combining upon reflow, 2) two sol-
der bumpers side by side double the solder available for plastic deformation
(figure 6.2).
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Figure 6.2: Two solder bumpers side by side double the solder available for
plastic deformation.
An improved suspension design (discussed in section 2.1.2) is also em-
ployed. Apart from a reduced vertical sag and an increase in rejection
ratios, the new suspension design should also improve the ability to resist
failure on rebound. For the model suspension system described in this the-
sis, the integrated solder bumpers were found to double the robustness of
failure on rebound, however at approximately 5000g failure still occurred.
The solder at this point has exhausted its protective ability, i.e. it can re-
duce the rebounding velocity of the proof mass no more. By linking the
beams ends on either side of the proof mass (figure 6.3), the movement of
the springs should be restrained, following a collision with the rebounding
proof mass.
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Figure 6.3: The new microseismometer suspension design: the ends of the
folded beam springs either side of the proof mass are connected.
Additionally solder bumpers were positioned in the outer frame opposite
the spring ends, they provide a “cushioned” collision surface for the springs
during the rebound phase (figure 6.4).
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Figure 6.4: Solder bumpers are positioned in the outer frame opposite the
spring ends, providing a “cushioned” collision surface for the
springs during the rebound phase.
6.2.2 Results and Discussion
A complete microseismometer suspension system armoured with integrated
solder bumpers was shock tested at 636g and 1842g. At 636g deformation
of the lower bumpers was observed (figure 6.5) and the suspension system
was otherwise undamaged.
The die was turned around for the second shock test, therefore the largely
undeformed upper bumpers became the lower bumpers for the second test.
Once again deformation of the lower bumpers occurred and the springs ends
were seen to be undamaged.
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Figure 6.5: Plastic deformation of the lower microseismometer bumpers
tested at 636g.
It is also evident that the upper springs strike the corner bumpers during
rebound. Flux residue on the upper left-hand side bumper (figure 6.6a)
was transferred to the opposing spring (figure 6.6b), and a small area of
deformation can be seen on the upper right-hand side bumper (figure 6.6c).
Figure 6.6: a) Upper left-hand side bumper (flux residue is evident), b) up-
per left-hand side spring, flux on the spring indicates an impact
between the bumper and spring end occurred, c) deformation of
the upper right-hand side bumper.
Unfortunately the improved suspension design introduces a new failure
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mode. Lateral motion of the proof mass during a shock event results in the
side-beam being compressed between the proof mass and frame, causing the
beam to fracture (figure 6.7). Thus the sideways motion of the proof mass
needs to be limited to prevent this failure mode from occurring.
Figure 6.7: The side-beam linking the beam ends, fractures due to lateral
motion of the proof mass during a shock event.
6.2.3 Re-entrant Silicon Bumper
Design
One option is to decrease the distance between the silicon bumpers, thereby
reducing the distance that the proof mass has to travel. Figure 6.8 shows
the re-designed silicon bumpers of the microseismometer. This re-entrant
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geometry decreases the distance between the solder bumpers and also re-
strains the lateral movement of the proof mass during a shock event, thus
protecting the side beams.
Figure 6.8: The re-entrant geometry of the silicon bumpers reduces the dis-
tance between the opposing bumpers and restrains the lateral
movement of the proof mass during a shock event.
Results and Discussion
These bumpers were found to protect the side beam when suspension sys-
tems were shocked in the compliant direction at acceleration levels in excess
of 2000g, thus reaching the target shock level. When the suspension systems
were shocked in the out-of-plane z-direction they also survived undamaged
at acceleration levels in excess of 2000g. For shock-testing in this direction
the die was fully packaged, i.e. a capping die was attached to the outer
frame at a distance of 20µm above the proof mass. However when the
die was shocked in the lateral y-direction (figure 6.3), the silicon bumpers
survived and protected the suspensions up to 382g, however at 632g the
bumpers themselves failed (figure 6.9).
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Figure 6.9: The silicon bumpers fractured at the support when shocked in
the lateral direction. Identical failure modes were observed on
either side of the proof mass.
To strengthen the silicon bumpers against a lateral shock, the thickness
of the re-entrant walls simply need to be increased. It is reasonable to
model the lateral shock of the silicon bumpers as a static loading and then
calculate the thickness of the walls needed to survive a given acceleration, in
the case of the microseismometer the required acceleration is 2000g. Figure
6.10 shows the improved re-entrant bumper design. A parabolic geometry
was used to increase the thickness of the silicon bumpers at their supports.
Unfortunately when shock-tested in the lateral direction the extremely
tight bumper geometry (which is highlighted in figure 6.10a) led to silicon-
silicon point contact. This caused the failure observed in 6.10b to occur
and the highest shock level the bumpers survived in the lateral direction
was 588g. When shock-tested in the compliant direction, the suspension
systems survived up to 2900g. However chipping due to the tight silicon
bumper geometry did occur (figure 6.10c).
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Figure 6.10: a) The re-entrant silicon bumpers were re-designed to with-
stand greater lateral forces. A parabolic geometry was used to
increase the thickness of the silicon bumpers at their supports.
The tight bumper geometry is highlighted. b) Failure after lat-
eral loading at 588g. c) Chipping incurred when the suspension
system was shocked in the compliant direction.
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The silicon bumpers need to be re-designed to eliminate any point contact.
A greater clearance between the silicon bumpers is needed and straight
bumper walls should also be considered in order to create a scenario whereby
the impact load is uniformly distributed along the length of re-entrant silicon
bumper.
Vertical-axis Microseismometer
This new re-entrant bumper geometry is easily achieved for the horizontally
mounted microseismometer, i.e. the x and y axes. However for the vertical
die (mounted in the z-direction) there is insufficient space in the mask design
for the re-entrant geometry on one side of the proof mass. This is because
the vertical die must be fabricated with pre-stressed deformed springs which
straighten to centralise the proof mass when mounted vertically under the
force of a Martian g (figure 6.11). Undeformed springs would sag down-
wards if mounted vertically; resulting in the proof mass resting on the lower
bumpers.
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Figure 6.11: Mask design for vertical die. The springs are fabricated with a
deformed geometry so that when mounted vertically the proof
mass will sag downwards, and under the force of a Martian g
the proof mass will centralise.
Therefore to create the re-entrant geometry on the compressed side of the
vertical die, an additional silicon piece is added during the final packaging
phase and solder is used to create the joint. This is based on the solder be-
haviour observed in section 5.2.1, i.e. if an excess of solder between the two
silicon bumpers is present the bumpers combine (figure 5.10). This proved
to be an extremely strong joint; separated only by breaking the silicon itself.
Figure 6.12 shows a bumper geometry created using this jointing method.
No vertical die has yet been shock-tested.
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Figure 6.12: a) Plan-view of the re-entrant silicon bumpers of a horizontal
die, b) side-view of the re-entrant silicon bumpers of a vertical
die (on the compressed side). A solder joint connects an ad-
ditional silicon piece to the frame, c) plan-view of the vertical
re-entrant bumpers.
6.3 Summary
Solder bumpers have successfully being used to protect the microseismome-
ter destined for Mars in 2016. During launch, flight and deployment the
sensor must survive up to 2000g. Significant plastic deformation of the
lower bumpers proves that a large portion of the collision kinetic energy is
being absorbed. Also the small amount of deformation observed on the cor-
ner bumpers, indicates that these bumpers are absorbing energy from the
upper springs on rebound. To protect the side beams during lateral shocks,
the silicon bumpers were re-designed with a re-entrant geometry which re-
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strains the lateral movement of the proof mass. Using this combination of
solder bumpers and re-entrant silicon bumpers, the microseismometer can
currently survive acceleration levels up to 2900g in the compliant direction,
in excess of 2000g in the out-of-plane direction and nearly 600g in the lateral
direction.
Although the full shock protection system for the microseismometer is
not yet perfected; the concept of using solder bumpers as a MEMS shock
protection method has now been proven successful for an actual working
sensor. Shock-protecting other MEMS devices can now be explored.
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7 Conclusions and Future Work
7.1 Summary
This thesis presented a novel solution for the shock protection of MEMS. The
objective of this research was to design, fabricate and shock-test a MEMS
shock absorber which is suitable for both space and terrestrial applications,
does not rely on a power source, significantly improves the shock resistance
of the device, does not detract from device performance and is easily incor-
porated into current MEMS fabrication methods. A MEMS shock absorber
which satisfies these requirements cannot be found in current literature,
leaving a gap in this area of research. Because although high-resonant fre-
quency MEMS devices such as many commercial MEMS accelerometers are
inherently shock resistant (they have thick flexures, are stiff against move-
ment and have extremely small masses), low-resonant frequency MEMS de-
vices are extremely compliant and thus susceptible to damage when shocked.
Until now, no successful tried and tested method of shock protecting low-
resonant frequency MEMS devices has been reported.
This research achieved the objectives stated above and demonstrated that
metal microstructures formed through the reflow of solder can successfully
be used to armour and protect delicate silicon MEMS suspensions. Theo-
retically with the inclusion of solder-armouring in a MEMS suspension, a
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ductile metal-metal impact replaces a brittle silicon-silicon impact, elimi-
nating brittle fractures at the point of impact and absorbing a significant
proportion of the collision energy through plastic deformation of the solder.
By creating such a composite structure a shock protection concept com-
monly used in the macro world has now been applied to the micro world.
Two solder bumper designs were designed and fabricated; surface-mounted
bumpers and bumpers integrated into the sidewalls of the suspension.
To investigate the shock-improvement provided by the solder bumpers,
identical suspensions around proof mass ratios 1:2:4:6 (m1, m2, m4, m6),
with and without solder-armouring were shock tested in a drop-test rig.
A high-shock piezoelectric accelerometer connected to a charge amplifier
recorded the deceleration value of each shock event which ranged from 1000g
to 6000g, of approximate half-sine duration 150-350µs.
7.1.1 Unarmoured Suspensions
Failure Modes
Two failure modes were observed for the unarmoured suspensions; 1) failure
on impact and 2) failure on rebound.
Failure on impact was the dominant failure mode for the larger die (m4
and m6) only; with fractures forming at the point of impact on the central
silicon bumper. This failure mode occurred if the contact force between the
silicon bumpers was great enough.
Failure on rebound was the primary failure mode for the smaller die (m1
and m2) only; taking the form of fractures at the folds of the upper folded-
beam springs. High-speed micrographs verified that the upper springs res-
onate after collision with the rebounding proof mass. The closing velocity
of this collision determines the amplitude of the subsequent resonance of
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the springs [94]; therefore it was assumed that the rebound velocity of the
proof mass (after the bumpers collide) and not the mass determines the
threshold of failure on rebound. Following Ayre’s model, failure on rebound
is expected not to be dependent on mass but instead to be reliant on the
amplitude and duration of the shock wave, as well as the coefficient of resti-
tution of the colliding bumpers.
7.1.2 Armoured Suspensions
Surface-Mounted Bumpers
Surface-mounted solder bumpers were created by reflowing solder on met-
allised pads; plated on the surface of the silicon bumpers. They were suc-
cessful in protecting the smallest of the die (m1) only. Here failure on impact
was eliminated; replaced by plastic deformation of the solder and the thresh-
old for failure on rebound was increased by a factor of 1.97; consistent with
the reduced coefficient of restitution provided by the solder in comparison
to silicon (esolder ' 0.36 and esi ' 0.75).
However for the larger die (m2,m4 and m6), the force generated between
the bumpers as they collided proved too great and the bumpers failed at the
pad-wafer interface. The Weibull characteristic life for the solder bumpers
is proportional to m−0.39±0.08pm . This is consistent with the contact force
generated between the integrated bumpers on impact being proportional to
m0.38±0.09pm .
In an effort to combat pad-lift failures, the area of the weakest bumper
(the groove bumper) was increased. However whilst the shear and nor-
mal resistance of the bumper improved, the significantly increased bumper
height led to an exaggerated off-axis collision and thus the introduction of
spurious modes.
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Integrated Bumpers
Solder bumpers were integrated into the sidewalls of the suspensions to over-
come the shortcomings of the surface-mounted bumpers: de-adhesion of the
lower groove bumper and severe overturning moments caused by off-axis
collisions. The central silicon bumpers were re-designed to incorporate con-
duits that can accommodate two solder balls. Upon reflow solder bumpers
which are mechanically keyed in place are formed (no metallisation is re-
quired).
This new bumper geometry survived when shock tested at acceleration
levels up to 5000g, eliminated failure on impact through plastic deformation
of the solder and doubled the robustness of the suspensions to rebound
damage.
7.1.3 Conclusions
In this thesis a new and novel MEMS shock absorber was designed, fabri-
cated and thoroughly studied. Metal microstructures formed through the
reflow of solder replace a brittle silicon-silicon impact with a ductile solder-
solder impact. Plastic deformation of the solder bumpers eliminates brittle
fractures of the silicon bumpers upon impact and absorbs a significant pro-
portion of the collision kinetic energy (in this case (1 - e2solder = 0.87)). Two
bumper designs were investigated: surface-mounted bumpers and integrated
bumpers. The integrated bumpers are suitable for space and terrestrial ap-
plications, do not need a power supply to function, completely eliminate one
failure mode (failure on impact) and double the resistance to another (failure
on rebound); they do not detract from the overall device performance and
are easily incorporated into current MEMS fabrication methods. This work
can be applied to a wide range of low-resonant frequency MEMS devices
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opening up many new applications for MEMS. It has already proved to suc-
cessfully protect the microseismometer; which needs to survive acceleration
levels in excess of 2000g during NASA’s 2016 InSight mission to Mars.
7.2 Future Work
Beyond the conclusions reported in this thesis there are several avenues
worth exploring to further develop this research. These are listed below.
1. Repetitive shock testing. In this thesis, all shock testing was non-
repetitive, i.e. the suspensions were shocked only once and were seen
to have either survived or failed. This method of testing was em-
ployed as the primary concern was to design a MEMS device that can
withstand a one-off high-shock event, e.g. an accidental drop or de-
ployment of a space craft. We also wished to fully understand the be-
haviour of the solder-armour during a shock event and non-repetitive
testing provides the clearest results possible. However it would be
useful to study the performance of the solder bumpers during multi-
ple impacts; the effect of strain-softening on the continued protective
ability of the bumper may be significant.
2. Vibration testing. This thesis concentrated solely on shock testing,
however during the launch of the spacecraft the microseismometer
will be subjected be significant vibration forces. Vibration will also
be of concern for any MEMS device used in automotive, aviation or
industrial applications. Shock testing has already given us a good
indication of what will happen during vibration testing. Effectively
vibration testing will consist of multiple low level shocks (similar to
repetitive shock testing). It is expected that shock testing will be
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the more severe testing scenario, however vibration testing is still an
avenue very much worth exploring.
3. Three-dimensional testing. Extensive shock testing of the new micro-
seismometer suspension and bumper design in the x, y and z directions
is planned. For out-of-plane shock testing the die must be fully pack-
aged, i.e. the glass capping die which restricts the motion of the proof
mass in the z -direction must be bonded to the suspension die. Tumble
testing which is commonly used to test hand-held electronics would
also be of use. This method of testing would expose a fully pack-
aged die to repetitive random free-fall drops in a controlled repeatable
manner. This would ensure that the microseismometer was exposed
to shocks in every direction possible.
4. Solder-jointing. Using solder to create joints (figure 6.12),“3-D MEMS”
can formed. Future work investigating different silicon and solder ge-
ometries is planned.
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A Surface Evolver Scripts
A.1 Groove Bumper
The following Surface Evolver script simulates the final reflow profile of the
groove bumper. Figure A.1 shows the dimensions used and the final bumper
geometry.
Figure A.1: Surface Evolver simulated groove bumper, the dimensions used
for the script are shown. The solder pad is coloured black and
the solder volume corresponds with a 300µm diameter solder
ball.
I would like to thank Jieben Gu providing phycon.fe.
//————————————————————————————
//filename: phycon.fe
//objective: physical constants, in g-mm-s units
//————————————————————————————
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// surface tension of liquid solder, erg/mm (0.55N/m)
// Kg*m/s-2/m =Kg/s-2=1000g/s-2
parameter S-TENSION = 550;
// solder density, grams/mm3
parameter SOLDER-DENSITY = 0.007265;
// contact angle, degree
parameter cAngle = 30;
// gravity, mm/sec2
gravity-constant=9800;
//————————————————————————————
//filename: gb.fe
//objective: This script simulates the final reflow
//profile of the groove bumper.
//————————————————————————————
#include “phycon.fe”
// Structural dimensions
//unit mm
parameter wBack = 176e-3
parameter wFront = 158e-3
parameter wGap = 341e-3
parameter wSide= 130e-3
parameter hh = 106e-3 //Height of solder
// Coordinate dimensions
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parameter ax = wBack/2 + wFront;
parameter bx = ax;
parameter cx = wBack/2;
parameter ay = wGap/2 + wSide;
parameter by = wGap/2;
parameter cy = by;
// Solder ball dimensions
parameter rBall = 150e-3;
parameter vTotal = 4/3*pi*rBall∧3;
//Constraints
constraint 1 // Lower pad
formula: z = 0
// Model
vertices
// lower pad
1 cx ay 0 fixed constraint 1
2 -ax ay 0 fixed constraint 1
3 -bx by 0 fixed constraint 1
4 -cx cy 0 fixed constraint 1
5 -cx -cy 0 fixed constraint 1
6 -bx -by 0 fixed constraint 1
7 -ax -ay 0 fixed constraint 1
8 cx -ay 0 fixed constraint 1
9 cx -cy 0 fixed constraint 1
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10 cx cy 0 fixed constraint 1
// upper pad
11 cx ay hh
12 -ax ay hh
13 -bx by hh
14 -cx cy hh
15 -cx -cy hh
16 -bx -by hh
17 -ax -ay hh
18 cx -ay hh
19 cx -cy hh
20 cx cy hh
edges
//lower pad
1 1 2 fixed no-refine constraint 1
2 2 3 fixed no-refine constraint 1
3 3 4 fixed no-refine constraint 1
4 4 5 fixed no-refine constraint 1
5 5 6 fixed no-refine constraint 1
6 6 7 fixed no-refine constraint 1
7 7 8 fixed no-refine constraint 1
8 8 9 fixed no-refine constraint 1
9 9 10 fixed no-refine constraint 1
10 10 1 fixed no-refine constraint 1
//upper pad
11 11 12
12 12 13
13 13 14
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14 14 15
15 15 16
16 16 17
17 17 18
18 18 19
19 19 20
20 20 11
//vertical
21 1 11
22 2 12
23 3 13
24 4 14
25 5 15
26 6 16
27 7 17
28 8 18
29 4 10 fixed no-refine constraint 1
30 5 9 fixed no-refine constraint 1
31 14 20 fixed no-refine constraint 1
32 15 19 fixed no-refine constraint 1
34 9 19 fixed no-refine constraint 1
35 10 20 fixed no-refine constraint 1
faces
//lower
1 1 2 3 29 10 fixed color black constraint 1
2 4 30 9 -29 fixed color black constraint 1
3 5 6 7 8 -30 fixed color black constraint 1
//upper
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4 11 12 13 31 20 tension S-TENSION
5 14 32 19 -31 tension S-TENSION
6 15 16 17 18 -32 tension S-TENSION
// vertical
7 1 22 -11 -21 tension S-TENSION
8 2 23 -12 -22 tension S-TENSION
9 3 24 -13 -23 tension S-TENSION
10 4 25 -14 -24 tension S-TENSION
11 5 26 -15 -25 tension S-TENSION
12 6 27 -16 -26 tension S-TENSION
13 7 28 -17 -27 tension S-TENSION
14 8 34 -18 -28 tension S-TENSION
15 9 35 -19 -34 tension S-TENSION
16 10 21 -20 -35 tension S-TENSION
bodies
1 -1 -2 -3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 volume vTotal density SOLDER-
DENSITY
read
hessian-normal
hessian-slant-cutoff := 0.2
// Initialise
init:= r 2; u 3; //r = refine triangulation, u = equitriangulate
gu:= g20; u 3; V; // V = vertex averaging (preserves volume to at least
first order)
gogo :=init; gu 20; r; gu 20;
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A.2 Ball Bumper
The following Surface Evolver script simulates the final reflow profile of the
ball bumper. Figure A.2 shows the dimensions used and the final bumper
geometry.
Figure A.2: Surface Evolver simulated ball bumper, the dimensions used
for the script are shown. The solder volume corresponds with
a 300µm diameter solder ball.
//————————————————————————————
//filename: bb.fe
//objective: This script simulates the final reflow
//profile of the ball bumper.
//————————————————————————————
# include “phycon.fe”
// Structural dimensions
//unit mm
parameter hh = 73.4e-3
parameter ax = 42.5e-3
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parameter bx = 17.5e-3
parameter ay = 29.7e-3
parameter by = 12.3e-3
// Coordinate dimensions
parameter cx = (ax + bx);
parameter cy = (ay + by);
//Solder ball dimensions
//parameter rBall = 150e-3;
parameter vTotal = 4/3*pi*rBall∧3;
// Constraints
constraint 1 // Lower pad
formula: z = 0
// Model
vertices
// lower pad
1 -cx 0 0 fixed constraint 1
2 -ax ay 0 fixed constraint 1
3 0 cy 0 fixed constraint 1
4 ax ay 0 fixed constraint 1
5 cx 0 0 fixed constraint 1
6 ax -ay 0 fixed constraint 1
7 0 -cy 0 fixed constraint 1
8 -ax -ay 0 fixed constraint 1
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// upper pad
9 -cx 0 hh
10 -ax ay hh
11 0 cy hh
12 ax ay hh
13 cx 0 hh
14 ax -ay hh
15 0 -cy hh
16 -ax -ay hh
edges
//lower pad
1 1 2 fixed no-refine constraint 1
2 2 3 fixed no-refine constraint 1
3 3 4 fixed no-refine constraint 1
4 4 5 fixed no-refine constraint 1
5 5 6 fixed no-refine constraint 1
6 6 7 fixed no-refine constraint 1
7 7 8 fixed no-refine constraint 1
8 8 1 fixed no-refine constraint 1
//upper pad
9 9 10
10 10 11
11 11 12
12 12 13
13 13 14
14 14 15
15 15 16
16 16 9
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17 8 2 fixed no-refine constraint 1
18 2 4 fixed no-refine constraint 1
19 4 6 fixed no-refine constraint 1
20 6 8 fixed no-refine constraint 1
21 16 10 fixed no-refine constraint 1
22 10 12 fixed no-refine constraint 1
23 12 14 fixed no-refine constraint 1
24 14 16 fixed no-refine constraint 1
//vertical
25 1 9
26 2 10
27 3 11
28 4 12
29 5 13
30 6 14
31 7 15
32 8 16
faces
//lower
1 1 -17 8 fixed color black constraint 1
2 2 3 -18 fixed color black constraint 1
3 -19 4 5 fixed color black constraint 1
4 -20 6 7 fixed color black constraint 1
5 17 18 19 20 fixed color black constraint 1
6 9 -21 16 tension S-TENSION
7 10 11 -22 tension S-TENSION
//upper
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8 -23 12 13 tension S-TENSION
9 -24 14 15 tension S-TENSION
10 21 22 23 24 tension S-TENSION
// vertical
11 1 26 -9 -25 tension S-TENSION
12 2 27 -10 -26 tension S-TENSION
13 3 28 -11 -27 tension S-TENSION
14 4 29 -12 -28 tension S-TENSION
15 5 30 -13 -29 tension S-TENSION
16 6 31 -14 -30 tension S-TENSION
17 7 32 -15 -31 tension S-TENSION
18 8 25 -16 -32 tension S-TENSION
bodies
1 1 2 3 4 5 -6 -7 -8 -9 -10 -11 -12 -13 -14 -15 -16 -17 -18 volume vTotal
density SOLDER-DENSITY
read
hessian-normal
hessian-slant-cutoff := 0.2
init:= r 2; u 3;
gu:= g20; u 3; V;
gogo :=init; gu 20; r; gu 20;
A.3 Tongue Bumper
The following Surface Evolver script simulates the final reflow profile of the
tongue bumper. Figure A.3 shows the dimensions used and the final bumper
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geometry.
Figure A.3: Surface Evolver simulated tongue bumper, the dimensions used
for the script are shown. The non-wettable surface representing
the capping die is shown in black and the volume of solder
corresponds with a 300µm diameter solder ball.
//————————————————————————————
//filename: tb.fe
//objective: This script simulates the final reflow
// profile of the tongue bumper.
//————————————————————————————
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#include “phycon.fe”
// Structural dimensions
//unit mm
parameter hh = 40e-3 //Height of cap above solder
parameter hi = 70e-3 //Height of solder beyond the cap
parameter hc = 200e-3 //Height of capping die
parameter ax = 71.5e-3
parameter bx = 71.25e-3
parameter ay = 45e-3
parameter by = 8.35e-3
// Coordinate dimensions
parameter cx = (ax + bx);
parameter cy = (ay + by);
parameter dy = 94e-3
parameter ey =750e-3
parameter fy = (dy + ey);
// Solder ball dimensions
parameter rBall = 150e-3;
parameter vTotal = 4/3*pi*rBall∧3;
// Constraints
constraint 1 // Lower pad
formula: z = 0
constraint 2 // Capping die
formula: z = 40e-3
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constraint 3 // Height of solder beyond cap
formula: z = 200e-3
// Model
vertices
// lower pad
1 -cx 0 0 fixed constraint 1
2 -ax ay 0 fixed constraint 1
3 0 cy 0 fixed constraint 1
4 ax ay 0 fixed constraint 1
5 cx 0 0 fixed constraint 1
6 cx -dy 0 fixed constraint 1
7 cx -dy 0 fixed constraint 1
8 cx -fy 0 fixed constraint 1
9 -cx -fy 0 fixed constraint 1
10 -cx -dy 0 fixed constraint 1
11 -cx -dy 0 fixed constraint 1
// upper pad
14 -cx 0 hi
15 -ax ay hi
16 0 cy hi
17 ax ay hi
18 cx 0 hi
19 cx -dy hh fixed constraint 2
20 cx -dy hh fixed constraint 2
21 cx -fy hh fixed constraint 2
22 -cx -fy hh fixed constraint 2
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23 -cx -dy hh fixed constraint 2
24 -cx -dy hh fixed constraint 2
// capping die
25 -cx -dy hc fixed constraint 3
26 cx -dy hc fixed constraint 3
27 -cx -fy hc fixed constraint 3
28 cx -fy hc fixed constraint 3
edges
//lower pad
1 1 2 fixed no-refine constraint 1
2 2 3 fixed no-refine constraint 1
3 3 4 fixed no-refine constraint 1
4 4 5 fixed no-refine constraint 1
5 5 6 fixed no-refine constraint 1
6 6 7 fixed no-refine constraint 1
7 7 8 fixed no-refine constraint 1
8 8 9 fixed no-refine constraint 1
9 9 10 fixed no-refine constraint 1
10 10 11 fixed no-refine constraint 1
11 11 1 fixed no-refine constraint 1
//upper pad
12 14 15
13 15 16
14 16 17
15 17 18
16 18 19
17 19 20 fixed no-refine constraint 2
18 20 21 fixed no-refine constraint 2
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19 21 22 fixed no-refine constraint 2
20 22 23 fixed no-refine constraint 2
21 23 24 fixed no-refine constraint 2
22 24 14
// false edges
23 1 5 fixed no-refine constraint 1
24 14 18 fixed no-refine constraint 1
37 11 6 fixed no-refine constraint 1
38 24 19 fixed no-refine constraint 2
//vertical
39 1 14
40 2 15
41 3 16
42 4 17
43 5 18
44 6 19
45 7 20
46 8 21
47 9 22
48 10 23
49 11 24
// capping die
50 24 25 fixed no-refine
51 19 26 fixed no-refine
52 21 28 fixed no-refine
53 22 27 fixed no-refine
54 25 26 fixed no-refine constraint 3
55 26 28 fixed no-refine constraint 3
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56 28 27 fixed no-refine constraint 3
57 27 25 fixed no-refine constraint 3
58 22 24 fixed no-refine constraint 2
59 24 19 fixed no-refine constraint 2
60 19 21 fixed no-refine constraint 2
61 21 22 fixed no-refine
faces
//lower
1 1 2 3 4 -23 fixed color black constraint 1
2 11 23 5 -37 fixed color black constraint 1
3 6 7 8 9 10 37 fixed color black constraint 1
//upper
4 12 13 14 15 -24 tension S-TENSION
5 22 24 16 -38 tension S-TENSION
6 17 18 19 20 21 38 fixed color green constraint 2
// vertical
13 1 40 -12 -39 tension S-TENSION
14 2 41 -13 -40 tension S-TENSION
15 3 42 -14 -41 tension S-TENSION
16 4 43 -15 -42 tension S-TENSION
17 5 44 -16 -43 tension S-TENSION
18 6 45 -17 -44 tension S-TENSION
19 7 46 -18 -45 tension S-TENSION
20 8 47 -19 -46 tension S-TENSION
21 9 48 -20 -47 tension S-TENSION
22 10 49 -21 -48 tension S-TENSION
23 11 39 -22 -49 tension S-TENSION
// capping die
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24 50 54 -51 -59 color black no-refine fixed
25 51 55 -52 -60 color black no-refine fixed
26 52 56 -53 -61 color black no-refine fixed
27 53 57 -50 -58 color black no-refine fixed
28 54 55 56 57 color black no-refine fixed constraint 3
29 59 60 61 58 color black no-refine fixed constraint 2
bodies
1 1 2 3 -4 -5 -6 -13 -14 -15 -16 -17 -18 -19 -20 -21 -22 -23 volume vTotal
density SOLDER-DENSITY
read
hessian-normal
hessian-slant-cutoff := 0.2
init:= r 2; u 3;
gu:= g20; u 3; V;
gogo :=init; gu 20; r; gu 20;
A.4 Integrated Bumper
The following Surface Evolver script simulates the final reflow profile of the
integrated bumper. Figure A.4 shows the dimensions used and the final
bumper geometry.
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Figure A.4: Surface Evolver simulated integrated bumper, the dimensions
used for the script are shown. The volume of solder corresponds
with two 300µm diameter solder balls.
//————————————————————————————
//filename: ib.fe
//objective: This script simulates the final reflow
//profile of the integrated bumper.
// The structural dimensions correspond with conduit geometry 2.
//————————————————————————————
#include “phycon.fe’
// Structural dimensions
//unit mm
//solder
parameter hh = 370e-3 // Height of the solder
parameter ax = 112e-3
parameter bx = 62.132e-3
parameter cx = (ax + bx)
parameter ay = 125e-3
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//conduit
parameter dx = 112e-3
parameter ex = 63e-3
parameter fx = (dx+ex)
parameter dy = 126e-3
parameter hc = 500e-3 // Height of the conduit
// Solder ball dimensions
parameter rBall = 150e-3;
parameter vTotal = 2*4/3*pi*rBall∧3;
// Constraints
constraint 1
formula: y - (ay/(-ax +cx))*x - (ay*cx)/(-ax +cx) = 0
constraint 2
formula: y = ay
constraint 3
formula: y - (ay/(ax - cx))*x + (cx*ay)/(ax - cx) = 0
constraint 4
formula: y + (ay/(ax - cx))*x - (ay*cx)/(ax - cx) = 0
constraint 5
formula: y + (ay/(-ax + cx))*x + (ay*cx)/(-ax + cx) = 0
constraint 6
formula: z = 0
constraint 7
formula: z = hc
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//Model
vertices
//solder
// lower pad
1 -cx 0 0 fixed constraints 1, 5, 6
2 -ax ay 0 fixed constraints 1, 2, 6
3 ax ay 0 fixed constraints 2, 3, 6
4 cx 0 0 fixed constraints 3, 4, 6
5 ax -ay 0 fixed constraints 4, 6
6 -ax -ay 0 fixed constraints 5, 6
// upper pad
7 -cx 0 hh constraints 1, 5
8 -ax ay hh constraints 1, 2
9 ax ay hh constraints 2, 3
10 cx 0 hh constraints 3, 4
11 ax -ay hh constraint 4
12 -ax -ay hh constraint 5
//conduit
//lower
13 -fx 0 0 fixed constraint 6
14 -dx dy 0 fixed constraint 6
15 dx dy 0 fixed constraint 6
16 fx 0 0 fixed constraint 6
17 dx -dy 0 fixed constraint 6
18 -dx -dy 0 fixed constraint 6
// upper
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19 -fx 0 hc fixed constraint 7
20 -dx dy hc fixed constraint 7
21 dx dy hc fixed constraint 7
22 fx 0 hc fixed constraint 7
23 dx -dy hc fixed constraint 7
24 -dx -dy hc fixed constraint 7
edges
//solder
//lower pad
1 1 2 fixed no-refine constraints 6, 1
2 2 3 fixed no-refine constraints 6, 2
3 3 4 fixed no-refine constraints 6, 3
4 4 5 fixed no-refine constraint 6
5 5 6 fixed no-refine constraint 6
6 6 1 fixed no-refine constraints 6, 5
//upper pad
7 7 8 constraint 1
8 8 9 constraint 2
9 9 10 constraint 3
10 10 11 constraint 4
11 11 12
12 12 7 constraint 5
//vertical
13 1 7 constraints 5, 1
14 2 8 constraints 2, 1
15 3 9 constraints 3, 2
16 4 10 constraints 3, 4
17 5 11 constraint 4
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18 6 12 constraint 5
//conduit
//lower
19 13 14 constraint 6 fixed no-refine
20 14 15 constraint 6 fixed no-refine
21 15 16 constraint 6 fixed no-refine
22 16 17 constraint 6 fixed no-refine
23 18 13 constraint 6 fixed no-refine
//upper
24 19 20 constraint 7 fixed no-refine
25 20 21 constraint 7 fixed no-refine
26 21 22 constraint 7 fixed no-refine
27 22 23 constraint 7 fixed no-refine
28 24 19 constraint 7 fixed no-refine
//vertical
29 13 19 fixed no-refine
30 14 20 fixed no-refine
31 15 21 fixed no-refine
32 16 22 fixed no-refine
33 17 23 fixed no-refine
34 18 24 fixed no-refine
faces
//solder
// lower
1 1 2 3 4 5 6 fixed no-refine constraint 6
// upper
2 7 8 9 10 11 12 tension S-TENSION constraint 2
//vertical
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3 1 14 -7 -13 tension S-TENSION constraint 1
4 2 15 -8 -14 tension S-TENSION constraint 2
5 3 16 -9 -15 tension S-TENSION constraint 3
6 4 17 -10 -16 tension S-TENSION constraint 4
7 5 18 -11 -17 tension S-TENSION
8 6 13 -12 -18 tension S-TENSION constraint 5
//conduit
//vertical
9 19 30 -24 -29 fixed no-refine color black
10 20 31 -25 -30 fixed no-refine color black
11 21 32 -26 -31 fixed no-refine color black
12 22 33 -27 -32 fixed no-refine color black
13 23 29 -28 -34 fixed no-refine color black
bodies
1 1 -2 -3 -4 -5 -6 -7 -8 volume vTotal density SOLDER-DENSITY
read
hessian-normal
hessian-slant-cutoff := 0.2
init:= r 2; u 3;
gu:= g20; u 3; V;
gogo :=init; gu 20; r; gu 20;
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B Fabrication
B.1 Mask Designs
Full mask designs for the groove and tongue bumper suspension systems are
shown over.
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B.2 Fabrication Parameters
Fabrication step Sub-steps Parameters
Sputter seed layer Substrate clean 200W, 5min, PAR =
4x103 mbar, 0.5kV.
Cr target clean 400W, 10min, PAR =
4x103 mbar, 1kV.
Cr deposit 35nm 400W, 3min, PAR =
4x103 mbar, 1kV.
Cu target clean 400W, 10min, PAR =
4x103 mbar, 1kV.
Cu deposit 100nm 400W, 5min, PAR =
4x103 mbar, 1kV.
Lithography Spin 9µm AZ 9250 500rpm 10s, 1000rpm
60s, 4000rpm 2s (closed
spin).
Soft bake 60°c Hotplate 5min,
100°c Hotplate 15min,
(set aside for >2hrs).
Exposure (metal mask) 120s 7±1 mW/cm2 at
405nm.
Develop AZ 400K with DI water
(1:4), 3-5min, gentle ag-
itation, rinse.
Descum RIE: 60sccm O2, 100W,
50mTorr, 3min.
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Ni plating Plate 2.4µm Ni 10mA/cm2, 50°c, 8min,
rinse.
Immerse in DI water Proceed to Au plating
w/o drying.
Au plating Plate 300nm Au (ECF 64D) 2mA/cm2,
50°c, 3min, 0.03m/s ag-
itation, rinse.
Remove resist Strip resist Acetone immersion 1hr,
rinse with IPA, then DI
water.
Oxygen plasma clean RIE: 100sccm O2,
200W, 100mTorr, 20°c,
10min.
Etch seed layer Immerse in DI water .
Etch Cu 6% ammomium persul-
fate, 1-2min, rinse.
Etch Cr K3[Fe(CN)6] etchtant,
1-2min, rinse.
SiO2 Etch (Back-
side of wafer)
Line purge RIE: 50sccm CHF3,
0W, 0mTorr, 20°c,
5min.
Oxygen plasma clean RIE: 100sccm O2,
200W, 100mTorr, 20°c,
5min.
Oxide etch RIE: 25sccm Ar, 25sccm
CHF3, 200W, 30mTorr,
20°c, 20min.
Evaporate Al (300nm) 8-10Å/s, ∼9A.
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Lithography Dehydrate wafer 150°c oven, 30min.
Spin primer 3000rpm, 60s (open
spin).
Activate primer 150°c oven, 1min, allow
wafer to cool.
Spin 9µm AZ 9250 500rpm, 10s; 1000rpm
60s; 4000rpm 2s (closed
spin).
Soft bake 60°c Hotplate 5min;
100°c Hotplate 15min,
(set aside for >2hrs).
Exposure(DRIE Mask) 120s 7±1mW/cm2 at
405nm.
Develop (use o-ring to protect al)
AZ 400K with DI water
(1:4), 3-5min, gentle ag-
itation, rinse.
SiO2 pattern etch Line purge and cool RIE: 50sccm CHF3,
0W, 0mTorr, 5min.
Descum RIE: 60sccm O2, 100W,
50mTorr, 10°c, 5min.
BEGIN LOOP Repeat x 20.
Oxide Etch RIE: 25sccm Ar, 25sccm
CHF3, 200W, 30mTorr,
10°c, 1min.
Cooling RIE: 2sccm O2, 50sccm
Ar, 0W, 0mTorr, 10°c,
2min.
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END LOOP
Warm chamber (20°c)
Si Etch No handle wafer DRIE: 14s etch, 8s
passivation, 22 platen
power, 3.5hrs.
Attach handle-
wafer
Spin thin resist 500rpm, 10s, 1000rpm
10s, (open spin).
Attach wafers
Soft bake 110°c, 1min.
Si Etch With handle wafer DRIE: 14s etch, 8s
passivation, 22 platen
power, 50mins.
Singulate die Strip resist Acetone immersion 2hr,
immerse in DI water.
Etch aluminium Immerse in AZ 400K
(backside up) ∼3min,
immerse in DI water,
then brief immersion in
IPA, allow IPA to evap-
orate.
Oxygen plasma clean
(frontside)
RIE: 100sccm O2,
200W, 100mTorr,
10min.
Divide individual die.
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Solder reflow Place solder balls Flux aides adhesion.
Evacuate chamber Purge N2, 15min.
Heat the reflow Rig 50% power - 110°c, seal
gas lines; 100% power -
190°c (reaches max tem-
perature at 260°).
Allow heating stage to
cool ∼1hr.
209
C High-Speed Micrographs
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